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Abstract
The Palestinian State like other countries interests in reducing the disparity
living standard among the population and achieving greater fairness in the distribution
of income and poverty eradication , in this research has been applied methods of
multivariate statistical analysis, where the method was used cluster analysis to
recognize the disparity in the living standards for family among the Palestinian areas
has been reached that there is a convergence in living standards for family between
two areas formed the first cluster of high living standards which are The urban of
Middle West Bank and the camp of Middle West Bank , also there was a convergence
of living standards for family among the seven areas formed the second cluster of
middle living standards which are The urban of North West Bank , The camp of North
West Bank , The rural of North West Bank, The urban of South West Bank, The camp
of South West Bank, The rural of South West Bank and The rural of Middle West
Bank , also there was a convergence of living standards for family among the three
areas formed the third cluster of low living standards which are The urban of Gaza
strip , The rural of Gaza strip and The camp of Gaza strip .
As a comparison among several methods of cluster analysis through a cluster
validation (Hierarchical Cluster Analysis , K-means Clustering and K-mediods
Clustering) The preference for the Hierarchical Cluster Analysis method and then has
been a comparison to choose the best method of connection through agglomerate
coefficient in the Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (Single linkage method, Complete
linkage method, Average linkage method and Ward linkage method) the preference
for this method is Ward linkage method which has been used in the classification .
It also has been applied discriminant analysis method to distinguish the variables that
contribute significantly to this disparity among families inside Palestinian areas and
this shows that the variables Monthly Income , Assistance , Agricural land , Animal
holdings , Total expenditure , Imputed rent , Remittances and Non-consumption
expenditure.
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الملخص
ذٓرى انذٔنح انفهسطُٛٛح كغٛشْا يٍ انذٔل ترمهٛص انرفأخ ف ٙيسرٕٚاخ انًعٛشح ت ٍٛانسكاٌ ٔترحمٛك
أكثش عذانح ف ٙذٕصٚع انذخم ٔانمضاء عهٗ انفمش ٔ ،فْ ٙزا انثحث ذى ذطثٛك أسانٛة انرحهٛم االحصائ ٙيرعذد
انًرغٛشاخ حٛث ذى اسرخذاو أسهٕب انرحهٛم انعُمٕد٘ يرعذد انًرغٛشاخ يٍ أجم يعشفح انرفأخ ف ٙانًسرٕٖ
انًعٛش ٙنألسشج ت ٍٛانًُاطك انفهسطُٛٛح ٔلذ ذى ذمسٛى انًُاطك انفهسطُٛٛح انٗ  21يُطمح ْٔ( ٙيذٌ شًال
انضفح انغشتٛح  ,يخًٛاخ شًال انضفح انغشتٛح  ,سٚف شًال انضفح انغشتٛح  ,يذٌ جُٕب انضفح انغشتٛح ,
يخًٛاخ جُٕب انضفح انغشتٛح  ,سٚف جُٕب انضفح انغشتٛح  ,يذٌ ٔسظ انضفح انغشتٛح  ,يخًٛاخ ٔسظ انضفح
انغشتٛح  ,سٚف ٔسظ انضفح انغشتٛح  ,يذٌ لطاع غضج  ,يخًٛاخ لطاع غضج  ,سٚف لطاع غضج ) ٔلذ ذى انرٕصم
إنٗ أٌ ُْان ذماستا ف ٙيسرٕٚاخ انًعٛشح نألسش ت ٍٛيُطمر ٍٛشكهد انعُمٕد األٔل ْٔ ٙراخ انذخم انًشذفع ْٔٙ
يذٌ ٔسظ انضفح انغشتٛح ٔيخًٛاخ ٔسظ انضفح انغشتٛح ٔ ،أٚضاً كاٌ ُْان ذماستاً ف ٙيسرٕٚاخ انًعٛشح نألسشج
ت ٍٛسثعح يُاطك شكهد انعُمٕد انثاَ ْٙٔ ٙانًُاطك راخ انذخم انًرٕسظ ْٔ ٙيذٌ شًال انضفح انغشتٛح ,
يخًٛاخ شًال انضفح انغشتٛح  ,سٚف شًال انضفح انغشتٛح  ,يذٌ جُٕب انضفح انغشتٛح  ,يخًٛاخ جُٕب انضفح
انغشتٛح  ,سٚف جُٕب انضفح انغشتٛح  ,سٚف ٔسظ انضفح ٔ ،أٚضا ً كاٌ ُْان ذماستاً ف ٙيسرٕٚاخ انًعٛشح نألسشج
ت ٍٛثالثح يُاطك شكهد انعُمٕد انثانث ْٔ ٙانًُاطك راخ انذخم انًُخفض ْٔ ٙيذٌ لطاع غضج  ,يخًٛاخ لطاع
غضج  ,سٚف لطاع غضج  .كًا ذى اجشاء يماسَح ت ٍٛعذج أسانٛة نهرحهٛم انعُمٕد٘ ْٔٙ
(ٔ ) Hierarchial Cluster Analysis , K-means Clustering ,K-mediods Clusteringكاَد
األفضهٛح نطشٚمح ٔ Hierarchial Cluster Analysisذى عًم يماسَح الخرٛاس أفضم طشٚمح نهشتظ يٍ خالل
يعايم انرجًٛع ف ٙانرحهٛم انٓشيٙ
( , Complete linkage method , Average linkage method , Single linkage method
ٔ )Ward linkage methodكاَد األفضهٛح نطشٚمح  ْٙٔ Ward linkage methodانر ٙذى اسرخذايٓا
ف ٙانرصُٛف .
كًا ذى ذطثٛك أسهٕب انرحهٛم انرًٛٛض٘ يرعذد انًرغٛشاخ نرًٛٛض انعٕايم انر ٙذساْى تذسجح كثٛشج فٙ
ْزا انرفأخ تْ ٍٛزِ األسش داخم ْزِ انًُاطك ٔذث ٍٛأٌ انًرغٛشاخ انر ٙذؤثش ف ٙانًسرٕ٘ انًعٛش ٙنألسش ْٙ
(انذخم انشٓش٘) ْٕ األكثش ذأثٛشاً ٚه ّٛيرغٛش (انًساعذاخ) ٔيٍ ثى انًرغٛش (حٛاصج ثشٔج َثاذٛح) ٔ(حٛاصج ثشٔج
حٕٛاَٛح) ٔ(األَفاق انكه( ٔ )ٙاإلٚجاس انًمذس) ٔ (انرحٕٚالخ انُمذٚح ) ٔيٍ ثى (َفماخ غٛش اسرٓالكٛح) ْٙ
انًرغٛشاخ انر ٙساًْد تذسجح كثٛشج ف ٙانرًٛٛض ت ٍٛاألسش انفهسطُٛٛح داخم ْزِ انًُاطك .
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The own standard of living family studies is gaining great importance, The
distribution of income among families shows the extent of justice enjoyed by the
community, the importance of economic development is not only the development of
the national income but also the importance of the good distribution of income among
families , The possibility of the increasing national income and not increasing
majority of family incomes leading to discontent the community and not to wellbeing.
The main objective of every society according to the economic and political
systems is to raise the standard of living for the majority of the population in the
community by rational utilization of available natural and human resources in order to
achieve balanced growth in all fields, and distributed equitable to the maximum
possible extent , and while spreading phenomenon of inequality and recede centrist
categories must be a serious interference by the government to limit this phenomenon
and try to minimize the differences among social classes through the use of sound
economic policies (Ahmed,2010) .
Income distribution in the developing countries is considered one of the
important problems of interest to many economists, to close contact with the living
standards for all levels of society, particularly low-income groups, which constitute a
large proportion of the community and considered a target from economic growth
objectives , the family incomes of the important fundamental pedestals that help in the
overall process of economic development and then draw development plans that aim
to the state, and stand on the most appropriate methods in terms of justice the
distribution of income and government subsidies for the families of the community in
more realistic .
In this study, the Palestinian areas have been divided into 12 area as follows
(The urban of North West Bank, The rural of North West Bank , The camp of North
West Bank , The urban of South West Bank , The rural of South West Bank , The
camp of South West Bank , The urban of Middle West Bank , The rural of Middle
West Bank, The camp of Middle West Bank , The urban of Gaza Strip , The rural of
1

Gaza Strip, The camp of Gaza Strip), and will be applied multivariate statistical
analysis techniques will be used method of multivariate cluster analysis in order to
find out the disparity in standards of living family among the Palestinian areas also
will be used method of multivariate discriminant analysis to identify the factors that
contribute significantly to this disparity between these families,
Cluster analysis (CA) is based on the classify and study of the data gatherings
or views or elements in homogeneous groups with each other and different from the
rest of the groups based on a set of variables, the idea of cluster analysis is the lack of
prior knowledge of the number of aggregates or any of the items that belong to this
group . The technique exploratory aims to classify sample of observation to the
inconsistent categories but unknown depend on the formations of variables categories.
Discriminant analysis (DA) is also a statistical method to analyze multivariate
data, where interested in distinguishing between two or more groups , which are
similar in many of the qualities on the basis of several variables by using of
discriminant function, which is installation of a linear independent variables , and
differs from the cluster analysis where the cluster analysis starts without prior
knowledge number of aggregates , Also discriminant analysis differs from the
regression analysis where the dependent variable in discriminant analysis is nominal
variable (qualitative variables) while the dependent variable in the regression analysis
is mostly a continuously variable (quantity variables) .
In this study, we will study the extent of the disparity among the Palestinian
areas in the standards of living family in order to achieve the greatest measure of
justice in the distribution among Palestinian areas and also to find out the source of
the disparity among families within these areas.

1.2 Research Problem
This problem lies in the study of source of the disparity in standards of living
family among the Palestinian areas using cluster analysis and also identifying the
variables that significantly contribute to the disparity among these families within
these areas and the distinction among these sources using discriminant analysis,
Briefly

2

" Estimating the number of data sets in the living standards of family in Palestinian
areas using cluster analysis and the distinction among these totals using discriminant
analysis "

1.3 Importance of Research
This study is concerned with studying source of the disparity among
Palestinian areas according to the Palestinian standard of living family to divide the
Palestinian areas into homogeneous areas and to know the areas which suffer from
low standard of living or high , and the discrimination of the factors that influence the
disparity among families within these areas according to the Palestinian standard of
living.
The importance of this research is to achieve the fair and equitable distribution of
incomes among Palestinian areas and to address the imbalances that exist among
families in the Palestinian areas.

1.4 Objectives of Research
This study aims to use multivariate cluster analysis in classification of
Palestinian areas into homogeneous groups according to the standards of living for
family and determine the extent of divergence and convergence between these areas
and use multivariate discriminant analysis to identify the causing factors the
discrepancy among these families within these areas.


Application of cluster and discriminant analysis and explain the results of
analyzes together and mechanism of action statistically.



A comparison between a range of ways of clustering theoretically and
practically .



To find the factors that affect the standard of living family and the study of the
disparity among Palestinian areas .

1.5 Research Methodology
The methodology of our thesis will be divided into two parts. The first part
will cover the theoretical aspects of multivariate cluster analysis and multivariate
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discriminant analysis classifiers and predictive models, and we will discuss the
various model validation and evaluation techniques.
The second part will be as an empirical case study, Implementation of multivariate
cluster analysis to classify Palestinian areas and a comparative study between the
three methods of clustering (Hierarchical cluster analysis , K-means clustering and Kmediods clustering ) to determine the best method to fit the clustering of data and also
to find the dependent variable will be used in a discriminant analysis , and then use
multivariate discriminant analysis to identify the variables affecting in the standard of
living family . All the analysis have been carried out using the R software.

1.6 Source of Data
The data of this study has been taken from " The Palestinian Expenditure and
Consumption Survey " that has been gathered by the Palestinian Central Bureau of
Statistics (PCBS) in 2011. The aim of all this survey is to study the expenditure and
consumption for the family in the Palestinian society. This survey to be executed
nationwide yearly to study Expenditure and Consumption for the family. The survey
data has been obtained through direct communication with the PCBS's officials
according to a special collaboration agreement between PCBS and Al-Azhar
University – Gaza .
The Palestinian areas have been divided into 12 area as follows (North West
Bank urban , North West Bank rural , North West Bank camps, South West Bank
urban, South West Bank rural, South West Bank camps, Middle West Bank urban ,
Middle West Bank rural, Middle West Bank camps, Gaza Strip urban, Gaza Strip
rural, Gaza Strip camps)
North West Bank contain ) Nablus , Jenin , Tubas , Tulkarm , Salfit and
Qalqiliya( Governorate , Middle West Bank rural contain ( Ramallah & Al-Bireh ,
Jericho & Al Aghwar , Jerusalem and Bethlehem ) Governorate , South West Bank
contain ( Hebron ) Governorate , Gaza Strip contain ( Gaza , Khanyouns , Rafeh ,
North Gaza and Middle Gaza) Governorate.
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1.7 Literature Review
There are various studies that have been performed and evaluate classifier
performance of cluster analysis and discriminant analysis, and to find the
characteristics that may affect the classifier performance. In this section we will offer
the most important of these studies



Alshakerchy (2012) study used cluster analysis and discriminant analysis
methods in classification based on factor scores results and application this
study on (30) observations taking from technical institute / Ninavah which
represent student results of computer department for 2006-2007 year and thus
factor scores have been converted into several group using cluster analysis
(complete linkage method), where the results of factor analysis produced three
factors after using varimax rotation method and based on the number of Eigen
values more than one and thus converted into three groups according to the
graphical forms obtained from results of the cluster analysis , in addition ,
those results were used in discriminant analysis , since the total number is
three , it will be used for discriminant analysis on three groups and the
discriminant analysis results observed that there are one observation were
wrongly classified out of (30) observations relying on misclassification and
these observation " the second" from the second group .



Algebory (2012) studied the Economic an index number is a statistical
measure of changes in a representative group of individual data points. These
data may be derived from any number of sources one of the sources is the
prices and this study existence as a result of the phenomena of inflation in
prices and this study aimed to classify the index numbers of prices in Iraq
using the Hierarchical Cluster analysis according to the cities, months, and
grouping for 2011.



AL-Mekhlafi (2010) study had been applied methods of multivariate statistical
analysis, where the method was used cluster analysis to see the disparity in the
distribution of per capita income between The Yemen's Governorates has been
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reached that there is a convergence in per capita income sources between (17)
Governorate formed the first cluster of low-income Governorate, also there
was a convergence of per capita income sources between the four
Governorates formed a second cluster of high-income Governorates , It's also
has been applied discriminant analysis method to distinguish the sources of
income that contribute significantly to this disparity shows that the variables
(wages and salaries), (the sold from fish), (revenue from private business
activities) , (estimated value of the rent of the housing that the household
owned) and (scholarships and financial aids) are the sources of per capita
income, which contributed significantly to the distinction between the
Governorates.


Almghari (2010) study estimate the number of clusters by using two R
package algorithms .The first is hierarchical clustering algorithm (hclust)
which is used for small data sets . The second is (Mclust) which is a model
based clustering approach according to (Bayesian Information Criterion) BIC
which maximizes (EM) algorithm . The Mclust method is used for large data
sets. This study compared the results of these two algorithms with Partition
Around Medoid (PAM) algorithm which select the number of clusters
manually depends on the average silhouette width . The number of clusters
that maximizes the average silhouette width is that the best one.



Prempeh (2009 ) used the logistic regression and the discriminant analysis
techniques, on the same data set, would yield the same result or not.
Since the logistic regression and the discriminant analysis methods relates in
many ways, extensive review of the theories behind them and comparison, in
terms of similarities and differences, were necessary and have therefore been
captured in the study. The graphical nature of the two techniques,
interpretation of results, in using the two techniques, and significant tests of
the various aspects of the two techniques are also not left out. At the end,
empirical comparison of the binary logistic regression and the two-group
discriminant analysis was made and the result for this comparison suggests
that logistic regression gives a better result than two-group discriminant
analysis when all requirements and assumptions of the two techniques are met.
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Uray (2008) This study is focused on Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) . In
order to avoid storing the complete data it is necessary to process learning
samples as soon as they become available and discard them immediately
afterwards . Consequently, instead of a new subspace construction an
approach is desirable directly adapting the current subspace to represent the
old as well as the new data . We call this type of updating incremental
learning. Furthermore, consider the task to generalize the classification from
individual classes to joint categories. Since the original data is no longer
available for this retraining only the data representations can be used. We
develop solutions for these tasks actually trying to simulate the humans ability
to adapt to a changing world. Another power of the human vision system is
that it can easily compensate for missing information. But if there is wrong
information described in the subspace classification will fail. Consequently,
a reliable noise detection is needed, and the ability to construct a subspace
solely from partial images is required as well. An answer to this robustness
problem is given for both issues. That is, batch and incremental learning are
adapted to handle non-Gaussian noise, which occurs in particular due to
occlusions and missing pixels. Finally, it seems that humans have no
restriction of the number of learnable classes. The performance of LDA on the
other hand decreases with a growing number of classes. Besides, classes with
a large variability in appearance cannot be handled properly. Therefore, an
adaption of LDA such that it can deal with these restrictions is worthwhile and
presented in this thesis. In order to develop solutions for the mentioned LDA
learning problems it proved that a combination of reconstructive and
discriminative information provides the necessary basis. Exploiting the
properties of both types of information we present algorithms for incremental
updating and robust learning for both training scenarios (batch and
incremental learning) .



Zhang (2007) study proposes a visual approach called Hypothesis Oriented
Verification and Validation by Visualization (HOV3) to assist data miners in
cluster analysis. HOV3 employs quantified domain knowledge, statistical
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measures, and explorative observation as predictions to project high
dimensional data onto 2D space for revealing the gaps of data distribution
against the predictions. Based on the capability of quantified measurement of
HOV3, this thesis also proposes a visual external cluster validation method to
verify the stability of clustering results by comparing the data distributions of
a clustered subset and non-clustered subsets projected by HOV3. With this
method, data miners can perform an intuitive visual assessment and have a
precise evaluation of the consistency of the cluster structure. This thesis also
introduces a visual approach called M-HOV3 to enhance the visual separation
of clusters based on the projection technique of HOV3. With enhanced
separation of clusters, data miners can explore cluster distribution intuitively
as well as dealing with cluster validation effectively in HOV3.
As a consequence, with the advantage of the quantified measurement feature
of HOV3, data miners can identify the cluster number in the pre-processing
stage of clustering efficiently, and also verify the membership formation of
clusters effectively in the post processing stage of clustering in data mining.


Yan ( 2005 ) study tackle this problem of estimating the number of clusters,
which is particularly oriented at processing very complicated data which may
contain multiple types of cluster structure .Two new methods of choosing the
number of clusters are proposed which have been shown empirically to be
highly effective given a clear and distinct cluster structure in a data set. study
propose a sequential type of clustering approach, called multi-layer clustering,
by combining these two methods. Multi-layer clustering not only functions as
an efficient method of estimating the number of clusters, but also, by
superimposing a sequential idea, improves the flexibility and effectiveness of
any arbitrary existing one-layer clustering method. Empirical studies have
shown that multi-layer clustering has higher efficiency than one layer
clustering approaches, especially in detecting clusters in complicated data sets
The multilayer clustering approach has been successfully implemented in
clustering, the results can be interpreted very well based on known biological
knowledge.
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This study different from literate review because will be used data associated
to standard of living family in Palestinian areas, and will be use cluster
analysis to recognize the disparity in the living standards for family among the
Palestinian areas , It also has been applied discriminant analysis method to
distinguish the variables that contribute significantly to this disparity among
families inside Palestinian areas .

1.7 Research Outline
This thesis is divided into five chapters:
Chapter one presents an introduction, research problem, importance of research
objectives of research, literate review and thesis preface.
Chapter two introduce an idea about cluster analysis
Chapter three introduce an idea about discriminant analysis
Chapter four we have our case study
Chapter five we have a conclusion and recommendations..
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CHAPTER TWO
CLUSTER ANALYSIS
2.1 Introduction
Cluster analysis (CA) is a set of tools for building groups (clusters) from
multivariate data objects (Hardle & Simar , 2007) ,Cluster analysis is an important
exploratory tool widely used in many areas such as biology, sociology, medicine and
business (Yan,2005) , Cluster analysis is a multivariate method which aims to classify
a sample of subjects (or objects) on the basis of a set of measured variables into a
number of different groups such that similar subjects are placed in the same group
(Cornish , 2007) .
Cluster analysis grouped data objects based only on information found in the data the
describes the objects and their relationships , the goal is that the objects within a
group be similar (or related) to one another and different from (or unrelated to) the
objects in other group , the greater the similarity (or homogeneity) within a group and
the greater the difference between groups , the better or more distinct the clustering
(Moxon,1996) .

Aims of cluster analysis to classify the sample observation into two mutually
exclusive but unknown or more depending on the formations of the categories of
variables, usually the purpose of this analysis is to discover a pattern regulates
observation (Okasha , 2002) ,
The aim is to construct groups with homogeneous properties out of heterogeneous
large samples. The groups or clusters should be as homogeneous as possible and the
differences among the various groups as large as possible. Cluster analysis can be
divided into two fundamental steps.
1. Choice of a proximity measure: One checks each pair of observations (objects) for
the similarity of their values. A similarity (proximity) measure is defined to measure
the ―closeness‖ of the objects. The ―closer‖ they are, the more homogeneous they are.
2. Choice of group-building algorithm: On the basis of the proximity measures the
objects assigned to groups so that differences between groups become large and
observations in a group become as close as possible ( Hardle & Simar , 2007) .
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Cluster analysis approaches the problem of determining similarities and
dissimilarities among societies more directly, namely by determining the
multidimensional distances between various societies and then secreted those groups
of societies within which the distances are relatively small. This statistical technique
has been used in a wide variety of data analysis and pattern recognition applications,
and a number of clustering techniques exist, the most common ones being the
hierarchical clustering and K-means algorithms (MacQueen ,1967).

Warning for Cluster analysis has no mechanism for differentiating between
relevant and irrelevant variables. Therefore the choice of variables included in a
cluster analysis must be based by conceptual considerations. This is very important
because the clusters formed can be very dependent on the variables included ( Cornish
, 2007) . And groupings from cluster analysis can be different based on the method of
analysis used , and Since the groups are not know a priori, it can be difficult to
determine if the results make sense in the context of the research being conducted.
Knowledge of the population you are sampling and common sense are two important
tools when it comes to interpreting results from cluster analysis.

2.2 Applications of Cluster Analysis
Cluster analysis can be used in the following fields:

2.2.1 Business and Market research fields
Cluster analysis is widely used in market research when working with
multivariate data from surveys.
Clustering can be used to segment customers into a small number of groups for
additional analysis and marketing activities and to better understand the relationships
between different groups of consumers/potential customers.
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2.2.2 Psychology and Medicine fields
Cluster analysis can be used to identify different subcategories from an illness
or condition frequently has a number of variations .
clustering has been used to identify different types of depressions , cluster analysis
can also be used to detect patterns in the spatial or temporal distribution of a disease ,
also can be used to differentiate between different types of tissue and blood in a three
dimensional image.

2.2.3 Biology field
Biologists have applied clustering to analyze the large amounts of genetic
information that are now available.
Cluster analysis used In the fields of plant and animal ecology, clustering is used to
describe and to make spatial and temporal comparisons of communities (assemblages)
of organisms in heterogeneous environments, it is also used in plant systematics to
generate artificial phylogenies or clusters of organisms (individuals) at the species,
genus or higher level that share a number of attributes (Almgary, 2010).

2.2.4 Information retrieval field
The World Wide Web consists of billions of Web pages, and the results of
query to a search engine can return thousands of web pages. Clustering can be used to
compilation this search results into a small number of clusters, each of which captures
a particular aspect of the query, producing a hierarchical structure that more assists a
user's exploration of the query results (Tan et al, 2006)

2.2.5 Software evolution fields
Clustering is useful in software evolution as it helps to reduce legacy
properties in code by reforming functionality that has become dispersed. It is a form
of restructuring and hence is a way of directly preventative maintenance (Almgary ,
2010) .
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2.2.6 Climate field
Cluster analysis used to understanding the Earth's climate and

has been

applied to find patterns in the atmospheric pressure in many regions such polar
regions and areas of the ocean that have a significant on land climate (Tan et al. ,
2006) .

2.2.7 Crime Analysis
Cluster analysis can be used to identify areas where there are greater instances
of specific types of crime. By identifying these distinct areas or "hot spots" where a
similar crime has happened over a period of time,

possible to manage law

enforcement resources more effectively

2.3 Basic steps in Cluster analysis

2.3.1 Element selection
The purpose of cluster analysis is to explore the cluster structure in data
without any prior knowledge about the true classification. The result is quite datadriven. In particular, the data structure will be defined by the elements selected for
study. An ideal sample should represent the underlying clusters or populations.
Inclusion of outliers (data points falling outside the general region of any cluster)
should be avoided as much as possible so as to facilitate the recovery of distinct and
reliable cluster structures, although they sometimes form a single cluster. (Yan,2005) .

2.3.2 Variable Selection
Data investigated in cluster analysis are often recorded on multiple variables.
The importance of choosing an appropriate set of variables for clustering is obvious .
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It is necessary to select enough variables to provide sufficient information about the
underlying cluster structure. However, inclusion of unnecessary \noise " variable
might \dramatically interfere with cluster recovery" ( Milligan,1996) .
masking variables is De Soete's optimal weighting method ,This method defines the
distance between x i   x i 1 , x i 2 ,..., x ip  and x j   x j 1 , x j 2 ,..., x jp  as :

(

)

*

(

)

(

)

(

) +

(

)

where wk ; k = 1,…., p; are the optimal weights computed in a complex way so that
the fit of the distance to an ultrametric matrix is optimized.
Milligan (1989) showed that this method was effective in dealing with the masking
problem ,Unfortunately didn't find the same favorable evidence for De Soete's method
in their trials with different simulated data sets. Other attempts to solve this problem
include different approaches to pursuing optimal variable weighting and variable
selection strategies without weighting variables (Gnanadesikan et al. ,1995) .

2.3.3 Variable Standardization
Variable standardization may have striking impact on cluster analysis , The
relative distances between pairs of objects may be changed after standardization,
hence altering the cluster structure in the data. Although standardization is usually
suggested as an approach to making variables commensurate (Yan ,2005) .

2.3.4 Distance measure (similarity/dissimilarity)
The starting point of a cluster analysis is a data matrix X (n p) with n
measurements (objects) of p variables. The proximity (similarity) among objects is
described by a matrix D(n n) , The matrix D contains measures of similarity or
dissimilarity among the n objects (Hardle & Simar , 2007) .
A basic assumption of cluster analysis is that objects assigned to the same cluster are
closer (more similar) to each other than to those in other clusters. A large class of
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clustering techniques partition objects based on the dissimilarity matrix directly or
indirectly (Yan, 2005)
The data used in cluster analysis can be interval, ordinal or categorical.
However, having a mixture of different types of variable will make the analysis more
complicated. This is because in cluster analysis you need to have some way of
measuring the distance between observations and the type of measure used will
depend on what type of data you have (Cornish,2007) .

2.3.5 Selection of clustering method
Choosing the clustering method should consider four aspects when selecting a
method :
First, the method should be designed to recover the cluster types suspected to be
present in the data .
Second, the clustering method should be effective at recovering the structures for
which it was designed .
Third, the method should be able to resist the presence of error in data.
Finally, availability of computer software for performing the method is important
(Yan, 2005).

2.3.6 Determining the number of clusters
There are no completely satisfactory methods that can be used for determining
the number of population clusters for any type of cluster analysis. A fundamental
problem in cluster analysis is to determine the number of clusters, which is usually
taken as a prior in most clustering algorithms. Clustering solutions may vary as
different numbers of clusters are specified. A clustering technique would most
possibly recover the underlying cluster structure given a good estimate of the true
number of clusters (Yan, 2005) .
It is tempting to consider the problem of determining " the right number of
clusters " as akin to the problem of estimation of the complexity of a classifier, which
depends on the complexity of the structure of the set of admissible rules, assuming the
worst-case scenario for the structure of the dataset (Vapnik , 2006) .
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2.3.7 Interpretation, validation and replication
The process of evaluating the results of cluster analysis in a quantitative and
objective way is called cluster validation (Dupes & Jain, 1988). It has four main
components (Tan et al., 2005):
(1) Determine whether there is non-random structure in the data.
(2) Determine the number of clusters.
(3) Evaluate how well a clustering solution fits the given data when the data is the
only information available.
(4) Evaluate how well a clustering solution agrees with partitions obtained based on
other data sources. Among these, Component (3) is known as internal validation
while Component (4) is referred to as external validation. Component (1) is
fundamental for cluster analysis because almost every clustering algorithm will find
clusters in a dataset, even if there is no cluster structure in it ( Beglinger & Smith ,
2001 ) .

2.4 Similarity/Dissimilarity Measurement
Since clustering is the grouping of similar instances/objects, some sort of
measure that can determine whether two objects are similar or dissimilar is required.
There are two main type of measures used to estimate this relation: distance measures
and similarity measures.
Many clustering methods use distance measures to determine the similarity or
dissimilarity between any pair of objects. a measure of the similarity between two
patterns is essential to all clustering procedures. Different similarity metrics can
produce different results, so the similarity measure must be chosen carefully. Some
classical measurements are introduced in the following. It is common to calculate the
similarity between two patterns using a distance measure defined on the feature space
,It is useful to denote the distance between two instances xi and xj as: d(xi , xj). A valid
distance measure should be symmetric and obtains its minimum value (usually zero)
in case of identical vectors. The distance measure is called a metric distance measure
if it also satisfies the following properties:
1. Triangle inequality

d (xi ,x k )  d (xi ,x j )  d (x j ,x k )x i , x j , x k 
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2.

d (xi ,x j )  0  xi  x j x i , x j 

We only focus on the well-known distance measures used for patterns whose features
are all continuous.
Perhaps the most common metric for measuring the similarity of two patterns is a
distance metric ∆ that maps Rm × Rm onto R1. Here Rm is a m-dimension space. The
vector of m elements Xi = (xi,1, xi,2,. . .,xi,m). Therefore distance represents
dissimilarity between two objects. The following lists some common metrics of
distance (as dissimilarity) (Yang, 2005).

2.4.1 Euclidean Distance
The most popular metric for continuous features is the Euclidean

distance

defined as:
(

√∑(

)

)

(

)

(

)

2.4.2 City Block Distance
A similar metric like Euclidean distance is the City Block Distance, defined
as:
(

)

∑(

)

(

)

(

)

2.4.3 Minkowski Distance
This metric is a generalization of the previous two. It takes a parameter p.
When p = 1 we obtain the City Block Distance; when p = 2 we obtain the Euclidean
Distance. The Minkowski Distance is defined as:
(

)

[∑(

) ]

(

)
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(
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2.4.4 Chebyshev Distance
The Chebyshev Distance is similar to the City Block distance, but it only take
one feature of the two patterns to compute. It is defined as:
(

)

(

)

(

)

2.4.5 Correlation Coefficient
Another classical metric is the Correlation Coefficient, which denotes the
quality of a least squares fitting to the original data. The coefficient has the range of
[−1, 1]. It is close to 0 if two patterns are similar and is close to 1 or −1 if they are
dissimilar. The Correlation Coefficient is defined as:
(

∑

)
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)(
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∑

)]
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is the mean of data unit i‘s access pattern,

Where

)

, (k = 1, 2, .. . ,m). Although

this metric is not a distance metric, its absolute value can be used to measure the
similarity of patterns (Yang , 2005) .

The Minkowski distance (and its specialization, the Euclidean and City Block
distance) has an intuitive appeal as it is commonly used to evaluate the proximity of
objects in two or three-dimensional space. It works well when a data set has
―compact‖ or ―isolated‖ clusters. The drawback of Minkowski metrics is that the
largest-scaled features tend to dominate the others . So they are not very reliable for
features of different scale. Potential solutions to this problem include normalization of
the continuous features (to a common range or variance) and other weighting
schemes.
Correlation-based metrics, such as correlation coefficient and cosine degree,
are suitable for applications more concerned with the ―shape‖ than with the ―scale‖ of
patterns. Similar shape means that the distributions of major features and minor
features in two patterns are roughly the same, while their scales (values) may be
variant (Yang, 2005).
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2.5 Cluster Anlysis Methods
There are a number of different methods that can be used to carry out a cluster
analysis , these methods can be classiﬁed as follows:

2.5.1 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis Methods
Hierarchical techniques produce a nested sequence of partitions, with a single,
all-inclusive cluster at the top and singleton clusters of individual points at the bottom.
Each intermediate level can be viewed as combining two clusters from the next lower
level (or splitting a cluster from the next higher level) .The result of a hierarchical
clustering algorithm can be graphically displayed as tree, called a dendogram .
This tree graphically displays the merging process and the intermediate clusters , The
dendogram shows how four points can be merged into a single cluster. For document
clustering, this dendogram provides a taxonomy, or hierarchical index ( Dupes & jain
, 1988 ) ( Kaufman & Rousseeuw , 1990 ) .
Hierarchical clustering algorithms can be classified into categories according their
clustering process: agglomerative and divisive. The process of agglomerative and
divisive clustering are exhibited in Figure (2.1) (Han & Kamber , 2001) .

Figure(2.1) : Hierarchical Clustering Process
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There are two basic approaches to generating a hierarchical clustering:

a) Agglomerative
Start with the points as individual clusters and, at each step, merge the most
similar or closest pair of clusters. This requires a definition of cluster similarity or
distance.

b) Divisive
Start with one, all-inclusive cluster and, at each step, split a cluster until only
singleton clusters of individual points remain. In this case, we need to decide, at each
step, which cluster to split and how to perform the split. (Dupes & jain,1988)(
Kaufman & Rousseeuw,1990)

AGNES (Agglomerative Nesting) adopts agglomerative strategy to merge
clusters, AGNET arranges each object as a cluster at the beginning, then merges them
as upper level clusters by given agglomerative criteria step-by-step until all objects
form a cluster, as shown in Figure (2.1). The similarity between two clusters is
measured by the similarity function of the closest pair of data points in the two
clusters,
DIANA(Divisive Analysis) adopts an opposite merging strategy, it initially puts
all objects in one cluster, then splits them into several level clusters until each cluster
contains only one object (Zhang ,2007) .

2.5.1.1 Agglomerative Algorithm Methods
Agglomerative procedures are probably the most widely used of the
hierarchical methods. They produce a series of partitions of the data: the first consists
of n single member ‗clusters‘ , the last consists of a single group containing all n
individuals.
Agglomerative algorithms are used quite frequently in practice. The algorithm
consists of the following step : (Timm ,2002)
1.

Compute the distance matrix D = (d ij) , i,j=1,...,n.

2.

Find two observations with the smallest distance and put them into one .

3.

Compute the distance matrix between the n −1 clusters .
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4.

Find two clusters with the smallest inter cluster distance and join them.

5.

Repeat step 4 until all observations are combined in one cluster.

Agglomerative techniques are more common , Within this approach to cluster analysis
there are a number of different methods used to determine which clusters should be
joined at each stage. Some of popular methods are :

a) Nearest Neighbour Method (Single linkage Method)
In this method the distance between two clusters is defined to be the distance
between the two closest members , This method is simple but is often criticised
because it doesn‘t take account of cluster structure and can result in a problem called
chaining where by clusters end up being long and straggly. However, it is better than
the other methods when the natural clusters are not spherical or elliptical in shape
(Cornish, 2007).

In the single linkage method, the distance between two clusters A and B is defined as
the minimum distance between a point in A and a point in B:
(

)

* (

)

+

(

)

At each step in the single linkage method , the distance (2.7) is found for every pair of
clusters, and the two clusters with smallest distance are merged. The number of
clusters is therefore reduced by 1. After two clusters are merged, the procedure is
repeated for the next step : the distances between all pairs of clusters are calculated
again , and the pair with minimum distance is merged into a single cluster (Rencher ,
2002) .

b) Furthest Neighbour Method (Complete linkage Method)
In this case the distance between two clusters is defined to be the maximum
distance between members — i.e. the distance between the two subjects that are
furthest apart. This method tends to produce compact clusters of similar size but, as
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for the nearest neighbour method, does not take account of cluster structure. It is also
quite sensitive to outliers (Cornish , 2007) .
In the complete linkage approach, the distance between two clusters A and B is
defined as the maximum distance between a point in A and a point in B:
(

)

* (

)

+

(

)

At each step, the distance (2.8) is found for every pair of clusters, and the two clusters
with the smallest distance are merged (Rencher , 2002) .

c) Average linkage Method (sometimes referred to as UPGMA)
This works on the principle of average distance (Average of distance between
unit of one entity and the other unit of the second entity) (kumar,2008) .

In the Average linkage approach, the distance between two clusters A and B is defined
as the average of the nA nB distances between the nA points in A and the nB points in B:
(

)

∑∑ (

)

(

)

where the sum is over all yi in A and all yj in B. At each step, we join the two clusters
with the smallest distance, as measured by (2.9) (Rencher,2002) .

d) Centroid Method
This method assigns each item to the cluster having nearest centroid (means) The
process has three steps (Kumar, 2008) :


Partition the items into k initial clusters



Proceed through the list of items assigning an item to the cluster whose
centroid (mean) is nearest. Recalculate the centroid (mean) for the cluster
receiving the new item and the cluster losing the item.



Repeat step2 until no more assignments take place.
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In the centroid method, the distance between two clusters A and B is defined as the
Euclidean distance between the mean vectors (often called centroids) of the two
clusters:
(

)

where

(

)

(

)

yA and yB are the mean vectors for the observation vectors in A and the

observation vectors in B, respectively, The two clusters with the smallest distance
between centroids are merged at each step.
After two clusters A and B are joined, the centroid of the new cluster AB is given by
the weighted average ( Rencher, 2002 ) .

(

)

e) Ward’s Method
Ward‘s Method starts out by finding two points with the minimum within
groups sum of squares. Points continue to be joined to the first cluster or to other
points depending on which combination minimizes the error sum of squares from the
group centroid. This method is also known as a k-means approach..
This method tends to produce clusters of approximately equal size, which is not
always desirable. It is also quite sensitive to outliers. Despite this, it is one of the most
popular methods, along with the average linkage method (Cornish , 2007) .
If AB is the cluster obtained by combining clusters A and B, then the sum of withincluster distances (of the items from the cluster mean vectors) are :
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)
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Where

(𝑛

𝑛

) (𝑛

𝑛 ) and n

A

, nB , and nAB =nA + nB are the

numbers of points in A, B, and AB, respectively. Since these sums of distances are
equivalent to within-cluster sums of squares, they are denoted by SSEA, SSEB, and
SSEAB . Ward‘s method joins the two clusters A and B that minimize the increase in
SSE , defined as : ( Rencher , 2002 )
(

)

(

)

It is generally a good idea to try two or three of the above methods. If the methods
agree reasonably well then the results will be that much more believable.

2.5.2 Partition Methods

2.5.2.1 K-means Clustering Algorithm
k-means clustering is Partitional Clustering approach , k represents the number
of clusters. The value of k is usually unknown a priori and has to be chosen by the
user. Each cluster has a centroid, which is usually computed as the mean of the
feature vectors in the cluster, The cluster membership of each data point under the kmeans clustering algorithm is decided based on the cluster-centroid nearest to the
point. As centroids cannot be directly calculated until clusters are formed, the user
specifies k initial values for the centroids at the beginning of the clustering process.
The actual centroid values are calculated once clusters have been formed (Shen ,
2007) .
The aim of K-Means clustering is the optimization of an objective function that is
described by the equation
∑∑ (

)

(

)

In the above equation, 𝑚 is the center of cluster Ci , while d (x , 𝑚 ) is the Euclidean
distance between a point x and 𝑚 . Thus, the criterion function Attempts to minimize
the distance of each point from the center of the cluster to which the point belongs
(Halkidi et al. , 2001) .
The k-means algorithm partitions a dataset into k clusters using the following steps :
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(1) Initialize the cluster centroids with k initial values.
(2) For each data point in the dataset, find the closest centroid, and assign the point to
the cluster associated with this centroid.
(3) Calculate the centroid for each of the k clusters based on the new cluster
memberships.
(4) Iterate through steps (2) and (3) until a termination condition is met.
Several termination conditions can be used in step (4). Each condition compares the
value(s) of a certain measure computed in the current iteration to the value(s) of the
same measure computed in the previous iteration. Three commonly-used conditions
are:
(i) The centroids do not change ,
(ii) The sum of squared distances from each of the data points to their respective
centroids does not change ,
(iii) The cluster membership of the data points does not change.
We apply Condition (iii) as the termination condition for k-means clustering , When
the memberships of the data points do not change, the centroids computed based on
these memberships do not change. Consequently, the sum of squared distances from
the data points to their centroids does not change either (MacQueen ,1967) .

Figure (2.2) : presents an example of the process of K-means clustering algorithm
(Han&Kamber,2001) .

Figure (2.2) : An Example of clustering procure of K-means
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However, K-means algorithm is very sensitive to the selection of the initial
centroids, in other words, the different centroids may produce significant differences
of clustering results. Another drawback of K-means is that, there is no general
theoretical solution to find the optimal number of clusters for any given data set.
A simple solution would be to compare the results of multiple runs with different k
numbers and choose the best one according to a given criterion, but when the data size
is large, it would be very time consuming to have multiple runs of K-means and the
comparison of clustering results after each run (Zhang , 2007 ) .

It can be shown that no partition occurs twice during the course of the
algorithm, and so the algorithm is guaranteed to terminate. The k-means method is
still very popular today, as it is easy to implement to data from different domains
which gives successful results, and it has been applied in a wide variety of areas
ranging from computational biology to computer graphics (Chiu et al. , 2001) .

One of the shortcomings of the k-means algorithm is the necessity to specify
the number of clusters. Another is the impact of the high dimensionality on the
performance of k-means. The traditional euclidean notion of proximity is not very
effective for k-means on high-dimensional data sets, such as gene expression data sets
and document data sets. And also outliers and noise in the data can degrade the
performance of this algorithm (Xiong et al. , 2006) .

2.5.2.2 K-mediods Clustering Algorithm
The k-medoids

algorithm is

a clustering algorithm related

to

the k-

means algorithm and the medoid shift algorithm. Both the k-means and k-medoids
algorithms are partitional (breaking the dataset up into groups) and both attempt to
minimize squared error, the distance between points labeled to be in a cluster and a
point designated as the center of that cluster. In contrast to the k-means algorithm, kmedoids chooses data points as centers ( medoids or exemplars).
K-medoids is also a partitioning technique of clustering that clusters the data
set

of n objects

into k clusters

with k known a

determining k is the silhouette.
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priori.

A

useful

tool

for

It could be more robust to noise and outliers as compared to k-means because it
minimizes a sum of general pairwise dissimilarities instead of a sum of squared
Euclidean distances. The possible choice of the dissimilarity function is very rich but
in our applet we used the squared Euclidean distance.
A medoid of a finite dataset is a data point from this set, whose average dissimilarity
to all the data points is minimal i.e. it is the most centrally located point in the set.
The most common realisation of k-medoid clustering is the Partitioning Around
Medoids (PAM) algorithm and is as follows:
1. Initialize: randomly select k of the n data points as the medoids
2. Assignment step: Associate each data point to the closest medoid.
3. Update

step:

For

each

medoid m and

each

data

point o associated

to m swap m and o and compute the total cost of the configuration (that is, the
average dissimilarity of o to all the data points associated to m). Select the
medoid o with the lowest cost of the configuration.
Repeat alternating steps 2 and 3 until there is no change in the assignments (Mirkes,
2011) .

2.6 Cluster Validation
To check the validity of a cluster solution, it may be possible to test the
hypothesis there are no clusters or groups in the population from which the sample at
hand was taken. For example, the hypothesis could be that the population represents a
single unimodal distribution such as the multivariate normal, or that the observations
arose from a uniform distribution (Gordon , 1999) .
A cross-validation approach can also be used to check the validity or stability
of a clustering result. The data are randomly divided into two subsets, say A and B,
and the cluster analysis is carried out separately on each of A and B. The results
should be similar if the clusters are valid. An alternative approach is the following
(Gordon, 1999) (Milligan, 1996):
1. Use some clustering method to partition subset A into g clusters.
2. Partition subset B into g clusters in two ways:
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(a) Assign each item in B to the cluster in A that it is closest to by using, for example,
the distance to cluster centroids.
(b) Use the same clustering method on B that was used on A.
3. Compare the results of (a) and (b) in step 2.
Cluster validity indexes research has drawn attention as a means to give a solution
(Halkidi &Vazirgiannis , 2001). Many different cluster validity methods have been
proposed without any a priori class information. Clustering validation is a technique
to find a set of clusters that best fits natural partitions (number of clusters) without
any class information. (Chow et al. ,2002 ) (Chow et al. ,2004 ( .
Generally speaking, there are two types of clustering techniques ,which are based on
external criteria and internal criteria ) Halkidi et al. ,2001) :
• External validation: Based on previous knowledge about data.
• Internal validation: Based on the information intrinsic to the data alone.
If we consider these two types of cluster validation to determine the correct number of
groups from a dataset, one option is to use external validation indexes for which a
priori knowledge of dataset information is required, but it is hard to say if they can be
used in real problems (usually, real problems do not have prior information of the
dataset in question). Another option is to use internal validity indexes which do not
require a priori information from dataset.
Indices for cluster validation :

2.6.1 Internal Validation Indexes
Used to measure the extent to which cluster labels match externally supplied
class labels , Examining the homogeneity of the cluster solution is an important step
in validating (Milligan ,1981) , argues that since any cluster analysis technique will
impose clusters on even random data, the extent to which a given cluster solution
exhibits both internal cohesion (within clusters) and external isolation (between
clusters) determines whether natural categories exist in the data. When they do, this
may be evidence that there are qualitative differences between levels of achievement
in the underlying subject domain. In order to determine if this is the case, the basis
upon which the clusters were formed can and should be examined (Stout et al. , 1996)
.
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a) BIC index
The Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is devised to avoid over fitting, and
is defined as:
𝐵𝐼𝐶 = − ln(𝐿) + 𝑣𝑙𝑛(𝑛) ,

(2.17)

Where 𝑛 is the number of objects, 𝐿 is the likelihood of the parameters to generate the
data in the model, and 𝑣 is the number of free parameters in the Gaussian model. The
BIC index takes into account both fit of the model to the data and the complexity of
the model. A model that has a smaller BIC is better (Raftery,1986) .

b) Calinski-Harabasz index
This index is computed by :
(
(

)
)

(

)

Where (𝑆B) is the between-cluster scatter matrix, (𝑆W) the internal scatter matrix, 𝑛p
the number of clustered samples, and n𝑘 the number of clusters. ( Rendón et al. ,
2011) .

c) Davies-Bouldin index (DB)
This index aim to identify sets of clusters that are compact and well separated.
The Davies-Bouldin index is defined as:
∑

,

( )
(

( )
)

-

(

)

Were 𝑐 denotes the number of clusters, 𝑖, 𝑗 are cluster labels, then 𝑑(𝑋𝑖) are all
samples in clusters 𝑖 and 𝑗 to their respective cluster centroids, 𝑑(𝑐𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) and 𝑑(𝑋𝑗) is
the distance between these centroid. Smaller value of 𝐷𝐵 indicates a ―better‖
clustering solution ( Rendón et al. ,2011) .
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d) Silhouette index
For a given cluster, (𝑗 = 1, . . 𝑐) , the silhouette technique assigns to the 𝑖𝑡ℎ
sample of 𝑋𝑗 a quality measure, 𝑠(𝑖)= (𝑖 = 1, …𝑚) , known as the silhouette width.
This value is a confidence indicator on the membership of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ sample in the
cluster
()

and it is defined as:
( ()
( ))
* ( ) ( )+

(

)

Were (𝑖) is the average distance between the 𝑖𝑡ℎ sample and all of samples included in
; 𝑏(𝑖) is the minimum average distance between the 𝑖𝑡ℎ and all of the samples
clustered in 𝑋𝑘 (𝑘 = 1, . . 𝑐; 𝑘 ≠ 𝑗) ( Rendón et al. ,2011).

e) Dunn index
The Dunn Index is the ratio of the smallest distance between observations not
in the same cluster to the largest intra-cluster distance. It is computed as : (Brock et
al., 2011)
{

,

(

)
( (

-}
))

(

)

Were (𝑐𝑖,) defines the inter cluster distance between cluster 𝑋𝑖 and 𝑋𝑗 , 𝑑(𝑋𝑘)
represents the intra cluster distance of cluster(𝑋𝑘) and 𝑐 is the number of cluster of
dataset. Large values of index Dunn correspond to good clustering solution.

2.6.2 Stability Validation measures
The stability measures compare the results from clustering based on the full
data to clustering based on removing each column, one at a time. These measures
work especially well if the data are highly correlated, which is often the case in highthroughput genomic data. The included measures are the average proportion of nonoverlap (APN), the average distance (AD), the average distance between means
(ADM), and the figure of merit (FOM) (Datta , 2006 ; Yeung et al., 2001). In all cases
the average is taken over all the deleted columns, and all measures should be
minimized.
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a) Average Proportion of Non-overlap (APN)
The APN measures the average proportion of observations not placed in the same
cluster by clustering based on the full data and clustering based on the data with a
single column removed . Let N denote the total number of observations (rows) in a
dataset and M denote the total number of columns. Let

represent the cluster

containing observation i using the original clustering (based on all available data), and
represent the cluster containing observation i where the clustering is based on the
dataset with column

removed. Then, with the total number of clusters set to K, the

APN measure is defined as
( )

∑∑

(

(

)
(

)

)

(

)

The APN is in the interval [0,1], with values close to zero corresponding with highly
consistent clustering results (Brock et al. , 2011) .

b) Average Distance (AD)
The AD measure computes the average distance between observations placed
in the same cluster by clustering based on the full data and clustering based on the
data with a single column removed. It is defined as :
( )

∑∑

(

) (

)

[

∑

(

)]

(

)

The AD has a value between zero and ∞, and smaller values are preferred (Brock et.
al , 2011) .

c) Average Distance between Means (ADM)
The ADM measure computes the average distance between cluster centers for
observations placed in the same cluster by clustering based on the full data and
clustering based on the data with a single column removed. It is defined as :
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( )

∑∑

where 𝐶

(

)

(

)

is the mean of the observations in the cluster which contain observation i,

when clustering is based on the full data, and 𝐶

is similarly defined. Currently,

ADM only uses the Euclidean distance. It also has a value between zero and

, and

again smaller values are preferred (Brock et al. , 2011) .

d) Figure of Merit (FOM)
The FOM measures the average intra-cluster variance of the observations in
the deleted column, where the clustering is based on the remaining (undeleted)
samples. This estimates the mean error using predictions based on the cluster
averages. For a particular left-out column , the FOM is :
(

)

√ ∑ ∑

(

( ))

(

)

( )

is the value of the 𝑖th observation in the th column in cluster 𝐶 ( ) ,

Where
and

( )

is the average of cluster 𝐶 ( ) . Currently, the only distance available for

FOM is Euclidean. The FOM is multiplied by an adjustment factor √

, to alleviate

the tendency to decrease as the number of clusters increases. The final score is
averaged over all the removed columns, and has a value between zero and

, with

smaller values equaling better performance (Brock et al. , 2011) .

2.6.3 External Validation Indexes
External validation is used to compare a clustering result to another set of
membership labels (for the same objects) derived from a different data source. It can
share measures used in stability validation (Easton & McColl ,1997) .
based on the intrinsic content of the data. Used to measure the goodness of a
clustering structure without respect to external information
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a) F-measure
Combines the precision and recall concepts from information retrieval we then
calculate the recall and precision of that cluster for each class as:
𝑒𝑐 𝑙𝑙(𝑖 𝑗)

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑖 𝑗)

and

Were 𝑛𝑖𝑗 is the number of objects of class

that are in cluster 𝑗,

is the number of

objects in cluster 𝑗, and 𝑛𝑖 is the number of objects in class 𝑖 . The 𝐹 − 𝑀𝑒 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 of
cluster 𝑗 and class is given by the following equation:
(

(

)

)
(

)

( )
( )

(

)

The 𝐹 − 𝑀𝑒 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 values are within the interval [0,1] and larger values indicate
higher clustering quality (Larsen & Aone ,1999) .

b) Nmimeasure
Is called Normalized Mutual Information (NMI). The NMI of two labeled
objects can be measured as:
(

)

(

)

(

√ ( ) ( )

)

Where, 𝐼(𝑋, 𝑌) denotes the mutual information between two random variables 𝑋 and
𝑌 and 𝐻(𝑋) denotes the entropy of 𝑋,Y will be consensus clustering while 𝑌 will be
the true labels (Strehl & Ghosh , 2002) .

c) Purity
Purity is very similar to entropy. We calculate the purity of a set of clusters.
First, we cancel the purity in each cluster. For each cluster, we have the purity is :
( )

(

is the number of objects in 𝑗 with class label 𝑖 . In other words,

𝑗

)

is a fraction of the

overall cluster size that the largest class of objects assigned to that cluster represents.
The overall purity of the clustering solution is obtained as a weighted sum of the
individual cluster purities and given as:
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∑

(

)

Were 𝑛𝑗 is the size of cluster 𝑗, 𝑚 is the number of clusters, and 𝑛 is the total number
of objects ( Rendón et al. ,2011) .

d) Entropy
Entropy measures the purity of the clusters class labels. Thus, if all clusters
consist of objects with only a single class label, the entropy is 0. However, as the class
labels of objects in a cluster become more varied, the entropy increases. To compute
the entropy of a dataset, we need to calculate the class distribution of the objects in
each cluster as follows:
∑

(

)

(

)

Where the sum is taken over all classes. The total entropy for a set of clusters is
calculated as the weighted sum of the entropies of all clusters, as shown in the next
equation
∑

(

)

Were is the size of cluster 𝑗, 𝑚 is the number of clusters, and 𝑛 is the total number of
data points ( Rendón et al. ,2011) .

2.7 Summary
In this chapter we have discussed and covered the theoretical aspects and the
main ideas of CA , Aims of cluster analysis to classify the sample observation into
two mutually exclusive but unknown or more depending on the formations of the
categories of variables , CA can be used in the following fields (Business , Market
research , Psychology , Medicine , Crime Analysis , Climate and Software evaluation
etc.), and basic steps in CA these element selection , variable selection , variable
standardization , Distance measure , Selection of clustering method .Determining the
number of clusters , and Interpretation, validation and replication .
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Many clustering methods use distance measures to determine the similarity or
dissimilarity between any pair of objects , The following lists some common metrics
of distance (Euclidean Distance , City Block Distance , Minkowski Distance ,
Chebyshev Distance and Correlation Coefficient ) , There are a number of different
methods that can be used to carry out a cluster analysis , these methods can be
classiﬁed as follows: Hierarchal Cluster Analysis method and Partition Cluster
Analysis method .
There are two basic approaches to generating a hierarchical clustering :
Agglomerative and Divisive method , Within this approach to cluster analysis there
are a number of different methods used to determine which clusters should be joined
at each stage. Some of popular methods are (Single linkage method ,Complete linkage
Method , Average linkage method , Centroid linkage method, Ward method) ,
Partitional Clustering approach these methods can be classiﬁed as follows k-median
Clustering and k-mediods Clustering , k represents the number of clusters. The value
of k is usually unknown a priori and has to be chosen by the user . To check the
validity of a cluster solution there are two types of clustering techniques ,which are
based on external criteria and internal criteria and stability criteria .
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CHAPTER THREE
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
3.1 Introduction
Discriminant Analysis (DA) a multivariate statistical technique used to build a
predictive / descriptive model of group discrimination based on observed predictor
variables and to classify each observation into one of the groups , that allows one to
understand the differences of objects between two or more groups with respect to
several variables simultaneously. It is the first multivariate statistical classification
method used for decades by researchers and practitioners in developing classification
models , In DA multiple quantitative attributives are used to discriminate single
classification variable. DA is different from the cluster analysis and the multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA). It is different from the cluster analysis because
prior knowledge of the classes, usually in the form of a sample from each class is
required (Fernandez,2002) (Hamid,2010) . The basic purpose of discriminant analysis
is to estimate the relationship between a single categorical dependent variable and a
set of quantitative independent variables.
Fisher (1936) developed the technique to create a linear discriminant function
to establish maximum separation among three species of iris flowers based upon four
measurements. In personnel management one may want to discriminate among groups
of professionals based upon a skills inventory. In medicine one may want to
discriminate among persons who are at high risk or low risk for a specific disease. In
a community, the mayor may want to evaluate how far apart several interest groups
are on specific issues and to characterize the groups. In industry, one may want to
determine when processes are in-control and out-of-control.

Discriminant analysis technique is aimed at deriving the linear combination of
the independent variables that discriminates best between the two or more priori
defined groups. This is done by finding estimate bi that maximizes the among groups
relative to the within groups variation. Discriminant analysis produces a combination
of variables that maximizes the separation between the two groups and then classifies
new observations as belonging to one group or other based on their score on the
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weighted combination of variables chosen as the discriminant function ( Olugboyega ,
2010) .
Discriminant Function Analysis (DA) is used to determine which continuous
variables discriminate between two or more naturally occurring groups (Poulsen &
French , 2004) , DA undertakes the same task as multiple linear regression by
predicting an outcome. However, multiple linear regression is limited to cases where
the dependent variable on the Y axis is an interval variable so that the combination of
predictors will, through the regression equation, produce estimated mean population
numerical Y values for given values of weighted combinations of X values. But many
interesting variables are categorical, such as political party voting intention,
migrant/non-migrant status, making a profit or not, holding a particular credit card,
owning, renting or paying a mortgage for a house, employed/unemployed, satisfied
versus dissatisfied employees, etc.
Discriminant function analysis is used to classify individuals into the
predetermined groups. It is a multivariate analogue of analysis of variance, and can be
considered as an a posterior procedure of multivariate analysis of variance , If
discriminant function analysis is effective for a set of data, the classification table of
correct and incorrect estimates will yield a high percentage correct. Multiple
discriminant function analysis (sometimes called canonical variate analysis) is used
when there are three or more groups. In DA multiple quantitative attributes are used
to discriminate single classification variable , Discriminant analysis (in the broad
sense) is a very powerful statistical tool for many types of analyses ( Robert &
Richard , 2009) ( Fernandez , 2002) .
The goal of discriminant analysis is to construct the model on the basis of
observational unit‘s variation. On the basis of the discriminant model the
classification of new observational units into the groups or categories will be
conducted. Some authors (Savić et al. , 2008) (Timm, 2002) .
indicate that goals of a discriminant analysis are to construct a set of discriminants
that may be used to describe or characterize group separation based upon a reduced
set of variables, to analyze the contribution of the original variables to the separation,
and to evaluate the degree of separation.
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3.2 Assumptions of Discriminant Analysis
3.2.1 Sample Size
Unequal sample sizes are acceptable. There has to be a sufficiently high ratio
between of "cases to predictor variables" with different views on the minimum ratio.
Prempeh (2009) recommends that the sample size of the smallest group needs
to exceed the number of predictor variables. As a ―rule of thumb‖, the smallest sample
size should be at least 20 for a few (4 or 5) predictors. The maximum number of
independent variables is n - 2, where n is the sample size. While this low sample size
may work, it is not encouraged, and generally it is best to have 4 or 5 times as many
observations as the independent variables
Tabachnick & Fidell (2001) suggested that unless the number of cases in the
smallest group exceeds the number of predictor variables, over-fitting of results may
occur. The detrimental effect of over-fitting is that the results may so closely fit the
sample that they cannot be generalized.
Diekhoff (1992) recommends that the smallest group should have more cases
than the number of the predictor variables, and that the total sample size should have
at least ten times as many cases as the number of variables.

3.2.2 Linearity
Discriminant analysis assumes linear relationships between predictor variables
and the criterion (outcome) variable. The degree of linearity within each separate
group or category can be assessed by inspection of correlation matrices and scatter
plots.
Discriminant analysis does not take into account exponential terms unless such
transformed variables are added as additional independents.

3.2.3 Normal Distribution
It is assumed that the data (for the variables) represent a sample from a
multivariate normal distribution. One can examine whether or not variables are
normally distributed with histograms of frequency distributions. However, violations
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of the normality assumption are not "fatal" and the resultant significance tests are still
reliable as long as non-normality is caused by skewness and not outliers (Tabachnick
et al. , 2001) also we perform additional tests for testing multivariate normality (such
as the Shapiro-Wilk test or Kalmengrov Smirnov test) .

3.2.4 Homogeneity of Variance-Covariance-Matrices
Barfield et al. (2004) indicated that DA is very sensitive to heterogeneity of
variance-covariance matrices. Discriminant analysis requires that the population
variances and covariances for all independent variables are equal across the dependent
variable groups. This is known as the homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices
assumption .
Also can be used to ―Box‟s M‖ test to assess the assumption of homogeneity.
Box‟s M must be non-significant; in light of the sensitivity of the test, an alpha level
of 0.001 is recommended. or ― Log determinants ‖ are a measure of the variability of
the groups. Larger log determinants correspond to more variable groups. Large
differences in log determinants indicate groups that have different covariance
matrices.
Lachenbruch (1975) indicated that DA is relatively robust even when there are
modest violations of these assumptions.
Klecka (1980) points out that dichotomous variables, which often violate
multivariate normality, are not likely to affect conclusions based on discriminant
analysis.

3.2.5 Multicollinearity
Multicollinearity refers to high inter-correlations between predictor variables.
The predictor variables must be related to the grouping variable but should be fairly
independent of each other.
There must be low multicollinearity of the independents. To the extent that
independents are correlated, the standardized discriminant function coefficients will
not reliably assess the relative importance of the predictor variables. If
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multicollinearity is high (r ≥ 0.80), discarding redundant variables from the analysis
should be considered (Brace et al. , 2009) (Poulsen & French, 2004) .
Multicollinearity is looking at the "pooled within-groups correlation .
‖Pooled" is the average across groups formed by the dependent but this can be very
different from normal (total) correlation when two variables are less correlated within
groups than between groups.

3.2.6 Outliers
Discriminant Analysis is highly sensitive to the inclusion of outliers. Lack of
homogeneity of variances may indicate the presence of outliers in one or more groups
and it will also mean significance tests are unreliable. Test for univariate and
multivariate outliers for each group should be run , and data should be transformed or
discordant outliers should be eliminated. If one group in the study contains extreme
outliers that impact the mean, they will also increase variability. Overall significance
tests are based on pooled variances, that is, the average variance across all groups.
Thus, the significance tests of the relatively larger means (with the large variances)
would be based on the relatively smaller pooled variances, resulting erroneously in
statistical significance.
Multivariate outliers can be detected in a plot of the differences between
robust Mahalanobis distances and chi-squared quantile vs. chi-squared quintile values
(Khattree & Naik ,1995) .

3.3 The purpose of Discriminant analysis
There are several purposes for performing discriminant analysis are :


Identify the variables that best discriminate between groups using the most
parsimonious way (i.e. to determine most influential predictors).



To use the identified variables or factors to develop a good classification
function that is linear combination of the predictor variables and would be
reliable in classification cases



To classify cases into groups using a discriminant prediction equation.
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To investigate independent variable mean differences between groups formed
by the dependent variable.



To determine the percent of variance in the dependent variable explained by
the independents over and above the variance accounted for by control
variables,



To assess the relative importance of the independent variables in classifying
the dependent variable.



Examine whether significant differences exist among groups.



To discard variables which are little related to group distinctions.



To test theory by observing whether cases are classified as predicted.

There are additional purposes of Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA) :


To determine the most parsimonious way (the fewest dimensions) to
distinguish between groups.



To infer the meaning of the dimensions which distinguish groups, based on
discriminant loadings (Garson , N.D) .

3.4 Types of Discriminant Analysis
There are two types of discriminant analysis namely

3.4.1 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
Also known as Discriminant Analysis (DA) or Two-group discriminant is used to
classify cases into the values of a categorical dependent, usually a dichotomy and it
also explicitly attempts to model the difference between two classes of data. If the
discriminant function analysis is effective for a set of data, the classification table
estimates will defer a high percentage of correct classification. LDA is closely related
to ANOVA and regression analysis, which also attempt to express one dependent
variable as a linear combination of other features or measurements. In the ANOVA
and regression analysis, however, the dependent variable is a numerical quantity,
while for LDA it is a categorical variable (Prempeh,2009) .
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3.4.2 Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA)
Multiple-group discriminant analysis is an extension of linear discriminant
analysis and relates to multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA), sharing many of the
same assumptions and tests.

The MDA statistical technique had been used in a variety of disciplines since its
first application in 1930‘s. Before the end of 1960‘s, the MDA was used mainly in
biology and sociology. The MDA became very popular technique in the practical
business world since the beginning of 1970‘s (Gusev , 2005) .

Discriminant analysis is just the inverse of a one-way MANOVA. The levels of
the independent variable (or factor) for MANOVA become the categories of the
dependent variable for discriminant analysis, and the dependent variables of the
MANOVA become the predictors for discriminant analysis (Abdi, 2007).

Multiple discriminant analysis is used to classify a categorical dependent which
has more than two categories, using as predictors a number of interval or dummy
independent variables.
The fundamental idea underlying the MDA is to verify whether groups differ
regarding to the mean of a variable, and then to use that variable for the prediction of
group membership , The objectives of the multiple-group discriminant analysis are the
same as that of two-group discriminant analysis except that in the case of two-group
discriminant analysis, only one discriminant function is required to represent all of the
differences between the two groups, but in the case of multiple group discriminant
analysis, it may not be possible to represent or account for all of the differences
among the groups by a single discriminant function, making it necessary to identify
additional discriminant function(s). Thus, an additional objective of multiple-group
discriminant analysis is to identify the minimum number of discriminant functions
that will provide most of the discrimination among the groups (Abdi, 2007)
(Gusev,2005) .
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3.5 Discriminant Function
A discriminant function, also called a canonical root, is a latent variable which
is created as a linear combination of discriminating (independent) variables , The
form of the equation or function is:

D = v1 X1 + v2 X2 + v3 X3 + ........ + vi Xi + a

(3.1)

Where
D = discriminate function
v = the discriminant coefficient or weight for that variable
X = respondent‘s score for that variable
a = a constant
i = the number of predictor variables
This function is similar to a regression equation or function. The v‘s are un
standardized discriminant coefficients analogous to the b‘s in the regression equation.
These v‘s maximize the distance between the means of the criterion (dependent)
variable. Standardized discriminant coefficients can also be used like beta weight in
regression. Good predictors tend to have large weights. What you want this function
to do is maximize the distance between the categories, i.e. come up with an equation
that has strong discriminatory power between groups. After using an existing set of
data to calculate the discriminant function and classify cases, any new cases can then
be classified. The number of discriminant functions is one less the number of groups.
There is only one function for the basic two group discriminant analysis ( Robert &
Richard , 2009) .

When (the number of independent variables) = 2, the classification boundary
is a Straight line. Every individual on one side of the line is classified as Group 1, on
the other side, as Group 2. When n = 3, the classification boundary is a twodimensional plane in three dimensional space, the classification boundary is generally
an n-1 dimensional hyper plane in n space (Morrison, 1969).
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The mean discriminant function coefficient can be calculated for each groupthese group means are called Centroids, which are created in the reduced space
created by the discriminant function reduced from the initial predictor variables.
Differences in the location of these centroids show the dimensions along which the
groups differ. Once the discriminant functions are determined groups are
differentiated, the utility of these functions can be examined via their ability to
correctly classify each data point to their a priori groups. Classification functions are
derived from the linear discriminant functions to achieve this purpose. Different
classification functions are used and equations exist that are best suited for equal or
unequal samples in each group (Stephanos ,2009) .

3.5.1 Fisher’s Two Group Linear Discrimination function
For a two group discriminant analysis, we assume that we have two
independent samples from two multivariate normal populations with common
and unknown means μ1 and μ2. Thus,

covariance matrix

𝐼𝑁 (

)𝑖

where i = 1, 2 ; j = 1, 2, . . . , ni and each observation yi j is a p × 1 vector of random
variables. Fisher‘s two group linear discriminant function L is the linear combination
of the variables that provides for the maximum separation between the groups
́

∑

(

)

a vector a ≡ as that provides maximum separation between the discriminant scores
𝐿

́

for the two group situation is the vector
(

)

(

)

where y i is the sample mean for the observations in group i (i = 1, 2) and S is the
unbiased estimate of  . Evaluating the discriminant scores at the group mean vectors

y i , the difference in the mean discriminant scores is exactly Mahalanobis‘ D2
statistic
́
́(
(

́

)
)́

(

)

(3.4)
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Hence, if T

2

= (n1n2/n1+ n2) D2 is significant then we have good separation of the

sample group centroids for the two populations. It is also easily established that the
square of the univariate student t2 statistic using the mean discriminant scores for two
groups with a ≡ as is equal to T 2 since
(

)
(

where

)

(

)́

)(

(

)

(

)

is the sample estimate of the common population variance for discriminant

scores. Thus, a simple t test on the discriminant scores is equivalent to calculating
Hotelling‘s T

2

statistic for testing for the difference in the mean vectors for two

groups.
Letting the discriminant scores Li

j

≡ y represent the dependent variable and the

dummy independent variables x1 = −1 and x2 = 1 for the two groups, we may fit a
regression equation y = α + βx +e to the discriminant scores.
Testing H : β = 0 in the regression problem is equivalent to testing ρ = 0 using the t2
statistic
(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Equating t2 in (3.6) with t2 in (3.5), observe that
(
(
(
(

)
)(
)(

)
)

)(

)

where n = n1 + n2. Performing the ―pseudoregression‖ on the ―dummy‖ variables
(

)

for groups 1 and 2, respectively (Fisher‘s codes with mean zero), one may regress the
original variables on the dummy variables. Then r

2

in (3.7) is replaced by R p2 , the

squared multiple correlation or coefficient of determination found by regressing the
independent variable ci on the dependent variables y1 , y2 , . . . , yp , Fisher (1936).
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Letting 𝑏́ = [b1, b2 , . . . , bp] be the vector of estimated regression coefficients
(ignoring the intercept), the vector b is seen to be proportional to as
*

(

*

)(

(

+

)

)(

)

+

(

And R p2  (y1  y2 ) b , Siotani , Thus, one may obtain b and R2 from a and

)

. Or,

by (3.8) and (3.10), one may find a and D p2 using the dummy variables in (3.9) as the
dependent variable in a multiple regression analysis (Timm,2002) .

3.5.2 Fisher’s Multiple group Discriminant Function
To develop linear discriminant functions in the multiple group case, we again
assume that we have samples of random p-vectors from normal populations with
common covariance matrices  , That
where 𝑛

∑

𝐼𝑁 (

)𝑖

𝑘 and j=1,2….,ni

𝑛 To generalize Fisher‘s procedure to k groups, we seek to construct
𝐿

linear combinations of the variables

́

called discriminants or LDFs that

maximize the separation of the k population mean vectors using the sample such that
the ratio of between group variation is maximum relative to the within group
variation. Letting

∑ ∑(

∑

(

)́

)(

)(

)́

(

)

(

)

represent the between-hypothesis and within-error matrices, the eigen equation
|H−λE| = 0 yield eigenvalues ˆm and associated vectors am for m = 1, 2, . . . , s = min
(k − 1, p) that maximizes the ratios,
́
́

́

(
́
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)

so that vectors are orthogonal in the metric of E and uncorrelated.
The s uncorrelated functions Lm  am y are called the linear discriminant
functions and have been constructed to provide maximum separation in the means i ,
based upon the sample. Because the coefficients of the eigenvectors are not unique,
following the two group case, the eigenvectors are standardized as :
(

)

√ ́

(

)

For m=1,2,….,s (Timm,2002) .

Figure (3.1) : Plot of Discriminant Functions

3.6 Methods for Selecting the Best Set of Variables for Discriminant
Model
In some applications of discriminant analysis, there are data availability on a
large number of variables. In this case, it is desirable to select relatively small subsets
of variables that would contain almost as much information as the original collection.
One major objective for performing discriminant analysis is to come out with the best
set of variables that can be used to develop a function or a model for future
predictions and classifications.
The following techniques are mostly used to select the best set of discriminating
variables to form discriminant function(s) for future predictions and classifications:

1. The forward selection .
2. The backward selection .
3. The stepwise selection .
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3.6.1 Forward Selection Method
We begin with a single variable, the one that maximally separates the groups
by itself. Then the variable entered at each step is the one that maximizes the partial
F-statistic based on Wilks‘ Λ , thus obtaining the maximal additional separation of
groups above and beyond the separation already attained by the other variables. Since
we choose the variable with maximum partial F at each step, the proportion of these
maximum F‘s that exceed Fα is greater than α (Rencher ,2002) .

3.6.2 Backward Selection Method
Backward elimination is a similar operation in which we begin with all the
variables and then at each step , the variable that contributes least is deleted, as
indicated by the partial F (Rencher , 2002) .

3.6.3 Stepwise Selection Method
Stepwise selection is a combination of the forward and backward elimination
procedures. it begins with all variables excluded from the model and selects the
variables that minimize the overall Wilk‘s Lambda. When this variable enters the
model, the remaining variables were evaluated on the basis of distance between their
means after the variance associated on the basis of distance between their means after
the variance associated with the selected variable was removed .
All the preceding procedures are commonly referred to as stepwise discriminant analysis.
However we are actually doing stepwise MANOVA. No discriminant functions are
calculated in the selection process. After the subset selection is completed, we can calculate
discriminant functions for the selected variables. We could also use the variables in a
classification analysis (Olugboyega,2010) (Rencher,2002) .

3.7 Criteria for Variable's Selection for Discriminant Function
Since discriminant analysis requires several assumptions for group
membership, it is important to determine whether a specific variable is good enough
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and also important to be included in the discriminant function. In other words, it is
important to assess whether the variable is a member of the discriminant groups.
There are a number of statistical criteria for determining the addition or the removal
of variables from the discriminant function. The most common ones are:
1. Wilks‘ lambda (Λ) .
2. Mahalanobis square distance .
3. Rao‘s V .

3.7.1 Wilks’ Lambda (Λ)
Wilks‘ lambda (Λ) is the ratio of the within-group sum of squares to the total
sum of squares. At each step, the variable that is included in the function is the one
with the smallest Wilks‘ lambda (Λ) after the effect of variables already in the
discriminant function is removed. Since the Wilks‘ lambda (Λ) can be approximated
by the F-ratio, Wilks‘ lambda(Λ) is equal to entering the variable that has the highest
partial F-ratio. Wilks‘ lambda (Λ) is thus given by
(

)

Where

SS w = sum of squares within groups
SSb = sum of squares between groups
SSt = total sum of squares
The assessment of the Wilks‘ lambda is done by converting to F- ratio with the
transformation , where p is number of variables for which the statistic is computed
and Λ is the Wilks‘ lambda of the distribution. F-ratio follows an F-distribution with
n1+n2-p-1 degrees of freedom . Wilks‘ lambda tests the significance of each
discriminant function in DA specifically, the significance of the eigenvalue for a
given function. Minimizing Wilks‘ lambda is an indication that the within-group sum
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of squares is minimized and the between-group sum of squares is maximized. That is,
the Wilks‘ lambda selection criterion considers between-groups separation and
within-group homogeneity. The larger the lambda, the more likely it is significant
(Statgun , N.D) .
A significant lambda means one can reject the null hypothesis that the two
groups have the same mean discriminant function scores and conclude the model is
discriminating. It is a measure of the difference between groups of the centroid
(vector) of means on the independent variables. Wilks‘ Lambda varies from 0 to 1,
with 0 meaning group means differ (thus the variable highly differentiates the
groups), and 1 meaning all group means are the same.
(

)(

)

(

)

The Bartlett's V transformation of lambda is used to compute the significance of
lambda. Wilks‘ lambda is used, in conjunction with Bartlett's V, as a multivariate
significance test of mean differences in MDA, for the case of multiple interval
independents and multiple (Statgun, N.D) .

3.7.2 Mahalanobis Distances
Mahalanobis distance (D2) is another technique that is used in analyzing cases
in discriminant analysis. For instance, one might wish to analyze a new and unknown
set of cases in comparison to an existing set of known cases. Mahalanobis distance is
the distance between a case and the centroid for each group (of the dependent) in
attribute space (n-dimensional space defined by n variables). A case will have one
Mahalanobis distance for each group, and it will be classified as belonging to the
group for which its Mahalanobis distance is smallest. Thus, the smaller the
Mahalanobis distance, the closer the case is to the group centroid and the more likely
it is to be classified as a member of that group.
Mahalanobis distance for two group discriminant analysis is related to the
squared multiple correlation coefficient (R2) by
(

)(

)
(

(

)
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)

where n1 is the number of cases in group one and n2 is the number of cases in group
two.

3.7.3 Rao’s V
Rao‘s V is based on the Mahalanobis distance and concentrates on the
separation between the groups, as measured by the distance of the centroid of each
group from the centroid of the total sample. Rao‘s V is used to determine the extent to
which the discriminant functions discriminate between criteria groups. A measure
from this group is mostly used in stepwise discriminant analysis to determine if
adding an independent variable to the model will significantly improve classification
of the dependent variable. Rao‘s V and the change in it while adding or deleting a
variable is approximately  2 statistic and thus follows a  2 0 distribution.
Although Rao‘s V provides information about between-groups separation, it
does not take into consideration group homogeneity. Therefore, the use of Rao‘s V
may produce a discriminant function that does not have maximum within-group
homogeneity (Statgun, N.D) .

3.8 Discriminant Analysis for Classification of Observations
Another major purpose to which discriminant analysis is applied is the issue of
predictive classification of cases. Once a model has been finalized and the
discriminant functions have been derived, how well can we predict to which group a
particular case belongs?

Classification of cases : Prior probabilities, costs, and ties
Classification is influenced by the selection of prior probabilities, assignment of
costs to misclassification, and the method of handling ties in classification criteria.
Prior probabilities are the presumptive or a priori probabilities of group membership. Before
you flip a balanced coin 10 times, you know the prior probability of getting heads is the
same as getting tails—both are 0.5. Group prior probabilities, commonly called priors, must
be taken into account in calculations of posterior probabilities.

If the cost of misclassification is not equal over the groups, an optimal classification
into groups must take misclassification cost into account. When there are two groups,
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members of the first group can be classified into the second, or members of the second group
can be classified into the first. The relative undesirability of these two misclassification may
not be the same.
The expected misclassification cost is the sum of the products of the cost for each
misclassification multiplied by the probability of its occurrence. Let pij be the probability that
an observation from group i is classified into group j, let cij be the cost of misclassifying an
observation from group i into group j , and let qi be the prior probability that the
observation is from group i . The expected cost of misclassification is then
∑

(

)

(

)

It is this expected cost that we wish to minimize. In the two-group case

and we can use cost-adjusted group prior probabilities,

qˆi , in the place of the prior

probabilities to minimize the cost of misclassification.
̂

(

)

̂

(

)

With more than two groups, there is often not a simple rule to take costs into account.
A tie in classification occurs when two or more group posterior probabilities are equal for an
observation. Ties are most common with kth-nearest-neighbor discriminant analysis, though
they can occur in other forms of discriminant analysis. There are several options for
assigning tied observations.
The default is to mark the observation as unclassified, that is, classified to a missing value.
Ties can also be broken. For most forms of discriminant analysis ties can be broken in two
ways randomly or assigned to the first group that is tied. For kth-nearest-neighbor
discriminant analysis, dissimilarities are calculated, and so ties may also be broken by
choosing the group of the nearest of the tied observations. If this still results in a tie, the
observation is unclassified (McLachlan, 2004) (Huberty, 1994) ( Johnson & Wichern ,
2007 ) (Anderson , 2003) .
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3.9 Tests of significance
There are several tests of significance, but we only present Wilks' lambda
here. Wilks' lambda is used in an ANOVA (F) test of mean differences in DA, such
that the smaller the lambda for an independent variable, the more that variable
contributes to the discriminant function. Lambda varies from 0 to 1, with 0 meaning
group means differ (thus the more the variable differentiates the groups), and 1
meaning all group means are the same. The F test of Wilks' lambda shows which
variables' contributions are significant.
The simple Pearsonian correlations are called structure coefficients of correlations or
discriminant loadings. When the dependent variable has more than two categories
there will be more than one discriminant function. The correlations then serve like
factor loadings in factor analysis that is, by identifying the largest absolute
correlations associated with each discriminant function we would gain insight into
how to name each function. (Tabachnick and Fidell,2001).
Wilks lambda is also used in another context to assess the improvement in
classification when using sequential discriminant analysis. There is an F test of
significance of the ratio of two Wilks' lambdas, such as between a first one for a set of
control variables as predictors and a second one for a model including both control
variables and independent variables of interest. The second lambda is divided by the
first (where the first is the model with fewer predictors) and an approximate F value
for this ratio is found using calculations reproduced in Tabachnick and Fidell (2001).

3.10 Interpretation of Discriminant Function
There is a close correspondence between interpreting discriminant functions
and determining the contribution of each variable, and we shall not always make a
distinction . In interpretation, the signs of the coefficients are taken into account; in
ascertaining the contribution, the signs are ignored, and the coefficients are ranked in
absolute value . We are more commonly interested in assessing the contribution of the
variables than in interpreting the function.
We cover three common approaches to assessing the contribution of each
variable (in the presence of the other variables) to separating the groups. The three
methods are (1) examine the standardized discriminant function coefficients, (2)
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calculate a partial F-test for each variable, and (3) calculate a correlation between
each variable and the discriminant function. The third method is the most widely
recommended

3.10.1 Standardized Coefficients
To offset differing scales among the variables, the discriminant function
coefficients can be standardized using the equation (3.22)
(

)

i=1,2,………..,n1
The standardized variables (
coefficients

𝑠

) 𝑠

are scale free, and the standardized

, r = 1, 2, . . . , p , therefore correctly reflect the joint

contribution of the variables to the discriminant function z as it maximally separates
the groups. For the case of several groups, each discriminant function coefficient
1
vector a  (a1 , a2 ,.......,a p ) is an eigenvector of E H , and as such, it takes into

account the sample correlations among the variables as well as the influence of each
variable in the presence of the others.
The discriminant function is subject to the same limitations as other linear
combinations such as a regression equation: for example, (1) the coefficient for a
variable may change notably if variables are added or deleted, and (2) the coefficients
may not be stable from sample to sample unless the sample size is large relative to the
number of variables. With regard to limitation 1, we note that the coefficients reflect
the contribution of each variable in the presence of the particular variables at hand.
This is, in fact, what we want the coefficients to do. As to limitation 2, the processing
of a substantial number of variables is not ―free.‖ More stable estimates will be
obtained from 50 observations on 2 variables than from 50 observations on 20
variables. In other words, if N/p is too small, the variables that rank high in one
sample may emerge as less important in another sample.
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3.10.2 Partial F-Values
For any variable yr , we can calculate a partial F-test showing the significance
of yr after adjusting for the other variables, that is, the separation provided by yr in
addition to that due to the other variables. After computing the partial F for each
variable, the variables can then be ranked. the partial F is given by :
(

)

(

where T P2 is the two-sample Hotelling T

2

)

with all p variables,T P21 is the T 2-statistic

with all variables except yr , and ν = n1 + n2 − 2. The F-statistic in (3.23) is
distributed as F1,ν−p+1 , For the several-group case, the partial  for yr adjusted for
the other p − 1 variables is given by
(

|

)
is Wilks‘

Where

(

for all p variables and

)

involves all variables except yr .

The corresponding partial F is given by
(

)

where  is defined in (3.24), νE = N − k, and νH = k − 1. The partial  -statistic
in (3.24) is distributed as  1,νH ,νE−p+1, and the partial F in (3.25) is distributed as
FνH ,νE−p+1.
The partial F-values in (3.23) and (3.25) are not associated with a single dimension
of group separation, as are the standardized discriminant function coefficients.
A partial index of association for yr similar to the overall measure for all y‘s given
in

2  1   , can be defined by
(

)

Where  r is the partial  in (3.24) for yr . This partial R2 is a measure of association
between the grouping variables and yi after adjusting for the other p − 1 y‘s.

3.10.3 Correlations between Variables and Discriminant Functions
Many textbooks and research papers assert that the best measure of variable
importance is the correlation between each variable and a discriminant function,
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ryi

z j

. It is claimed that these correlations are more informative than standardized

coefficients with respect to the joint contribution of the variables to the discriminant
functions.
The correlations are often referred to as loadings or structure coefficients and
are routinely provided in many major programs. However, Rencher (2002) has shown
that the correlations in question show the contribution of each variable in a univariate
context rather than in a multivariate one. The correlations actually reproduce the t or
F for each variable, and consequently they show only how each variable by itself
separates the groups, ignoring the presence of the other variables. Hence these
correlations provide no information about how the variables contribute jointly to
separation of the groups. They become misleading if used for interpretation of
discriminant functions.
Upon reflection, we could have anticipated this failure of the correlations to
provide multivariate information. The objection to standardized coefficients is based
on the argument that they are ―unstable‖ because they change if some variables are
deleted and others added. However, we actually want them to behave this way, so as
to reflect the mutual influence of the variables on each other. In a multivariate
analysis, interest is centered on the joint performance of the set of variables at hand.
To ask for the contribution of each variable independent of all other variables is to
request a univariate index that ignores the other variables. The correlations ryi z j are
stable and do not change when variables are added or deleted; this should be a clear
signal that they are univariate in nature. There is no middle ground between the
univariate and multivariate realms (Rencher,2002) .

3.11 Validation of Functions
Once discriminant functions have been derived, and significance testing has
been carried out and assessed, it is important to perform a validation of results. This is
an often overlooked, but important step in DA, since results are only reliable if group
means and dispersions are estimated accurately and with precision. If classification of
unknown entities is the ultimate goal of the analysis, it is particularly important
to assess the reliability and robustness of discriminant findings.
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3.11.1 Split-Sample Validation
One common approach to validating the analysis is through a split-sampling
procedure, where the data is split into two subsets. This is a type of resampling
procedure. A DA is run on one subset so that classification rules are established from
the first subset or the first half of the data. The rules are then applied to the second
subset to classify the samples in the second half of the data. The percentage of correct
classification rate is then used to determine the reliability of the classification rules. If
the criterion performed poorly, it may be necessary to take a larger sample to obtain
more accurate estimates of group means and dispersions (McGarigal et al. , 2000 ).

The split-sample validation (also called cross-validation) procedure can be
carried out several times, or the data can be randomly divided into analysis and
holdout samples multiple times. This is similar to performing a jackknife
resampling procedure.

3.11.2 Resampling Validation
Several resampling approaches can be used to validate the robustness of
discriminate functions. In addition to the split-sample procedure described above, a
variety of bootstrap, jackknife and randomization tests can be used for reliability
testing. The jackknife is considered a good approach when sample sizes are small and
it is not possible to perform a split-sample procedure (Barfield et. al. , 2004).

3.11.3 Territorial Plots
Computer programs have an option to run a graphic called a territorial plot,
which shows all the entities in relation to the centroids. It also demarcates the
territories associated with each group, so that a case that falls into a particular group‘s
territory should be classified as belonging to that group. This plot allows for visual
inspection of distances and where each case falls, and may help in classifying entities
into the most appropriate group. It may also generate questions about the accuracy of
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the analysis if group members appear to have been classified erroneously (Barfield et.
al. , 2004) .

3.12 Problems in Discriminant Analysis
Onyeagu (2003) stated that discriminant analysis is concerned with the
problem of classification. The problem of classification arises when an investigator
makes a number of measurements on an individual and wishes to classify the
individual into one of several categories or population groups on the basis of these
measurements. This implies that the basic problem of discriminant analysis is to
assign an observation, X, of unknown origin to one of two ( or more) distinct groups
on the basis of the value of the observation.
Cooley and Lohnes (1962) viewed discriminate analysis as a technique for
description and testing of between group differences. The tests involved are identical
to that multivariate analysis of variance.
Lachenbruch (1975) viewed the problem of discriminant analysis as that of
assigning an unknown observation to a group with a low error rate. The function or
functions used for the assignment may be identical to those used in the multivariate
analysis of variance.
Anderson (2003) viewed the problem of classification as a problem of
―statistical decision functions‖. We have a number of hypotheses; each hypothesis is
that the distribution of the observation is a given one. If only two populations are
admitted, we have an elementary problem of testing one hypothesis of a specified
distribution against another.

3.13 Summary
In this chapter we have discussed and covered the theoretical aspects and the
main ideas of DA classifier . which aim to a discriminant analysis (DA) is to classify
objects, using a set of independent variables, into one of two or more mutually
exclusive and exhaustive categories ,there are assumptions of DA are Normality
,linearity ,Sample size , Multicollinearity , Homogeneity of Variance-CovarianceMatrices , There are two types of discriminant analysis namely (LDA , MDA).
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linear discriminant analysis is a multivariate method of classification, it develops
classifications by determining linear combinations of the predictor variables and
looking at multivariate differences among groups, it maximizes the ratio of betweenclass variance to within-class variance to split the observations, it is important to
determine whether a specific variable is good enough and also important to be
included in the discriminant function , The most common are: Wilks‘ lambda (Λ) or
Mahalanobis square distance or Rao‘s V . discriminant functions have been derived,
and significance testing has been carried out and assessed, it is important to perform a
validation of results .
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CHAPTER FOUR
EMPIRICAL CASE STUDY
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we are going to describe the data set that we will analyze for
our case study and will describe the variables in the data using descriptive statistics to
illustrate some of the important features in the data then we build the statistical
models, that we discussed in the previous chapter , These models include Cluster
analysis and Discriminant analysis .

In this study will be used cluster analysis to classify Palestinian areas
according to the standard of living for the family, the dependent variable is Palestinian
areas which is divided into 12 regions, and will find a variable represents the standard
of living of the regions will be used in a discriminant analysis .
And then use the discriminant analysis to discriminate families within these
areas and know the variables that affect the living standards of the regions and the
dependent variable is the variable output of the cluster analysis, which represents the
living standards of the areas .

4.2 The Data
The data of this study has been taken from " The Palestinian Expenditure and
Consumption Survey " that has been gathered by the Palestinian Central Bureau of
Statistics (PCBS) in 2011. The aim of all this survey is to study the expenditure and
consumption for the family in the Palestinian society. This survey to be executed
nation wide yearly to study Expenditure and Consumption for the family. The survey
data has been obtained through direct communication with the PCBS's officials
according to a special collaboration agreement between PCBS and Al-Azhar
University – Gaza .
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4.3 Study population
It consists of all Palestinian households who are usually resident in the
Palestinian Territory during 2011.

4.4 The Sample and Sampling Techniques
The sampling frame consists of all enumeration areas which were enumerated
in 2007, each numeration area consists of buildings and housing units with average of
about 120 households in it. These enumeration areas are used as primary sampling
units PSUs in the first stage of the sampling selection.
Sample Size : The calculated sample size for the Expenditure and Consumption
survey 2011 is about 4,317 households, 2,834 households in West Bank and 1,483
households in Gaza Strip.
Sample Design : The sample is a stratified cluster systematic random sample with
two stages: First stage : selection of a systematic random sample of 215 enumeration
areas. Second stage : selection of a systematic random sample of 24 households from
each enumeration area selected in the first stage.
Sample strata : The population was divided by:
1- Governorate
2- Type of Locality (urban, rural, refugee camps) (PCBS, 2011)

4.5 Descriptive of the Data
The data consists of 11 variables ( Monthly Income, Assistance , Monthly rent
, Agricural land , Animal holdings ,TOT_Cons , Tot_Exp , Imputed rent , Remittances
, Taxes , non-consumption expenditure) .
Expenditure (Tot_Exp):
It refers to the amount of Cash spent on purchase of goods and services for
living purposes, and the value of goods and services payments or part of payments
received from the employer, and Cash expenditure spent as taxes (non-commercial or
non-industrial), gifts, contributions, interests on debts and other non-consumption
items.
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Consumption (Tot_Cons) :
It refers to the amount of Cash spent on purchase of goods and services for living
purposes, and The value of goods and service payments or part of payments received
from the employer, and own-produced goods and food, including consumed quantities
during the recording period, and Imputed rent for own housing.
Monthly Income:
Cash or in kind revenues for individual or household within a period of month .
Non-consumption expenditure:
Interests on loans , fees and taxes.
Animal holdings
The household have animal holdings (Cattle, Sheep and Goats, Poultry, Horses and
Mules, Beehives).
Agricural land
The household have agricural land.
Taxes
Includes data about cash and in kind taxes which paid from household .
Assistances: Includes data about cash and in kind assistances (assistance value,
assistance source), also collecting data about household situation, and the procedures
to cover expenses.
Remittances: Includes data about cash and in kind remittances (remittances value,
remittances source), also collecting data about household situation, and the procedures
to cover expenses.
Imputed rent
Value of imputed rent for house hold in Isrealian Shekel
Monthly rent
Value of monthly rent for house hold which paid in Isrealian Shekel
The dependent variable is the Palestinian areas and takes the values (U Middle
WB, C Middle WB , R Middle WB , U south WB , C south WB , R south WB , U
north WB , C north WB , R north WB , U Gaza , C Gaza , R Gaza) .
The 11 independent variables and their simple description statistics are summarized as
shown in table (4.1).
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Table (4.1): Statistical summary of independent variables

Value label

Min

Max

Mean

St.dev

15.5273

228.8345

127.61065

71.25772

0.6333

96.1853

16.897192

28.03023

Value of monthly rent

105.6472 335.7829

207.29120

77.70812

family have a agricural land

3574.702 7132.786

4920.1065

1100.577

3361.599 6691.213

4665.8273

1008.517

Monthly

Total Household Monthly Income

Income

in Isrealian Shekel

Assistance

Value of Assistnace in NIS

Monthly
rent
Agricural
land

the household have animal

Animal

holdings (Cattle, Sheep and Goats,

holdings

Poultry, Horses and Mules,
Beehives)

TOT_Cons

Total Consumption in NIS

3361.599 6691.213

4665.8273

1008.517

Tot_Exp

Total Expenditure in NIS

2626.067 5316.790

3860.7863

924.0885

Imputed rent

Imputed rent

481.71

2613.57

1188.8750

792.3586

Remittances

remittances in cash

15.0

2960.0

627.771

567.2468

Taxes

taxes in cash

0.00

0.60

0.1767

0.18441

0.03

0.44

0.1683

0.13381

Nonconsumption
expenditure

other cash non-consumption
expenditure

4.6 The application of Cluster analysis
There are several types of cluster analyses or clustering . Regardless of the
type, all clustering aims to make ―natural‖ groups out of the given data. ―Natural‖ is
defined as ―fitting and of practical use.‖ In creating natural clusters, cluster analysis
aims to form internally similar groups that differ from each other in distinct and
meaningful ways (Kettenring ,2006). To conceptualize this idea, it is helpful to think
of the common adage, ―Birds of a feather flock together‖.
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4.6.1 Similarity Measures
We will use the dist () function to calculate the distance between every pair of
objects in a data set. For a data set made up of m objects, there are m*(m – 1)/2 pairs
in the data set. The result of this computation is commonly known as a distance or
dissimilarity matrix.
There are many ways to calculate this distance information. By default, the
dist () function calculates the Euclidean distance between objects however, we can
specify one of several other options such as(Gower , Manhattan ,Brary , Kulkulas )
Note we can optionally normalize the values in the data set before calculating the
distance information. variables can be measured against different scales. These
discrepancies can distort the proximity calculations. Using the Zscore() function, we
can convert all the values in the data set to use the same proportional scale.
Compares Dissimilarity Indices for Data
Use Rank correlations

rankindex () between dissimilarity indices

(Euclidean, Gower , Manhattan ,Brary , Kulkulas )
A good dissimilarity index for Cluster analysis should have a high rankorder similarity , are shown in table(4.2) :

Table(4.2) : Dissimilarity indices
Distance
Rank index
coefficients

Manhattan

Euclidean

Gower

Brary

Kulkulas

0.7315746

0.7719092

0.6958226

0.5912360

0.5740091

The Euclidean distance is the best to measures dissimilarity .

4.6.2 Using HCA to Classify
Our data areas Palestinian consist from 12 observations so that the suitable
algorithm for estimating the number of clusters is hclust() where we used the
agglomerative hierarchal clustering which begins with every case being a cluster.
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Similar clusters are merged and we can choose the number of clusters that maximizes
the height at hierarchal cluster dendogram.

4.6.2.1 Single Linkage Agglomerative Clustering
Also called nearest neighbour sorting, this method agglomerates objects on the
basis of their shortest pairwise distances (or greatest similarities): the fusion of an
object (or a group) with a group at a given similarity (or distance) level only requires
that one object of each of the two groups about to agglomerate be linked to one
another at that level. Two groups agglomerate at the distance separating the closest
pair of their members. This makes agglomeration easy. Consequently, the dendrogram
resulting of a single linkage clustering often shows chaining of objects:
A pair is linked to a third object, which in turn is linked with another one, and
so on. The result may therefore be difficult to interpret in terms of partitions, but
gradients are revealed quite clearly. The list of the first connections making an object
member of a cluster, or allowing two clusters to fuse, is called the chain of primary
connections; it is also called minimum spanning tree. This entity will be presented
here and used in later analyses.

R south WB

U south WB

C north WB

R Middle WB

U north WB

C GAZA

U GAZA

R GAZA

C MIddle WB

C south WB

R north WB

U MIddle WB

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Height

Cluster Dendrogram

dista
hclust (*, "single")
Figure(4.1) : Single linkage clustering of a matrix of distance among areas
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4.6.2.2 Complete Linkage Agglomerative Clustering
Contrary to single linkage clustering, complete linkage clustering (also called
furthest neighbour sorting) allows an object (or a group) to agglomerate with another
group only at the distance corresponding to that of the most distant pair of objects;
thus, a fortiori, all members of both groups are linked Figure (4.2) :

R south WB

U south WB

C north WB

C south WB

C GAZA

U GAZA

R GAZA

R MIddle WB

U north WB

R north WB

C MIddle WB

U MIddle WB

Height
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Cluster Dendrogram

dista
hclust (*, "complete")
Figure(4.2):Complete linkage clustering of a matrix of distance among areas

4.6.2.3 Average Agglomerative Clustering
Allows an object to join a group at the mean of the distances between this
object and all members of the group. When two groups join, they do it at the mean of
the distances between all members of one group and all members of the other. Let us
apply it to our data (Figure 4.3):
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C GAZA

U GAZA

R GAZA

C south WB

R south WB

U south WB

C north WB

U north WB

R MIddle WB

R north WB

C MIddle WB

U MIddle WB

3
1

2

Height

4

5

6

Cluster Dendrogram

dista
hclust (*, "average")
Figure(4.3):Average clustering of a matrix of distance among areas

4.6.2.4 Ward’s Minimum Variance Clustering
This method is based on the linear model criterion of least squares. The
objective is to define groups in such a way that the within-group sum of squares (i.e.
the squared error of ANOVA) is minimized. The within-cluster sum of squared errors
can be computed as the sum of the squared distances among cluster members divided
by the number of objects. Note also that although the computation of within-group
sums of squares (SS) is based on a Euclidean model, the Ward method produces
meaningful results from distances that are Euclidean or not. Let us apply it to our data
(Figure 4.4):
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R MIddle WB

U north WB

R south WB

U south WB

C north WB

C south WB

R north WB

C GAZA

U GAZA

R GAZA

C MIddle WB

U MIddle WB

4
0

2

Height

6

8

10

Cluster Dendrogram

dista
hclust (*, "ward.D")

Figure(4.4) : Ward clustering of a matrix of distance among areas

4.6.3 Comparing Hierarchical Clustering Results
Remember that clustering is a heuristic procedure, not a statistical test. The
choices of an association coefficient and a clustering method influence the result. This
stresses the importance of choosing a method that is consistent with the aims of the
analysis

4.6.3.1 Agglomerative Coefficient (AC):
agnes() implements single, average , ward and complete linkage methods , it
provides a coefficient measuring the amount of cluster structure, the agglomerative
coefficient,
∑(

)

where the summation is over all n objects, and mi is the ratio of the dissimilarity of the
first cluster an object is merged to and the dissimilarity level of the final merge (after
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which only one cluster remains). Compare these numbers for four hierarchical
clustering's of the data:

Table(4.3) : Agglomerative Coefficient

AC

Single

Complete

Average

Ward

0.3317449

0.6549332

0.4948602

0.668714

Ward linkage is doing the best job for these data, according to the agglomerative
coefficient.

4.6.4 Determine number of cluster in hierarchical cluster analysis
If we choose any height along the y-axis of the dendogram, and move across
the dendogram counting the number of lines that you cross, each line represents a
group that was identified when objects were joined together into clusters. The
observations in that group are represented by the branches of the dendogram that
spread out below the line. For example, if we look at a height of 8, and move across
the x-axis at that height, we'll cross three lines. That defines a three-cluster solution;
by following the line down through all its branches, we can see the areas Palestinian
that are included in these three clusters. Since the y-axis represents how close together
observations were when they were merged into clusters, clusters whose branches are
very close together (in terms of the heights at which they were merged) probably
aren't very reliable .
One of the first things we can look at is how many Areas Palestinian are in
each of the groups. We'd like to do this for both the two cluster and three cluster
solutions. We can create a vector showing the cluster membership of each observation
by using the cutree function. Since the object returned by a hierarchical cluster
analysis contains information about solutions with different numbers of clusters, we
pass the cutree function the cluster object and the number of clusters we're interested
in. So to get cluster memberships for the three cluster solution
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R Middle WB

U north WB

R south WB

U south WB

C north WB

C south WB

R north WB

C GAZA

U GAZA

R GAZA

C Middle WB

U Middle WB

0

Height
2 4 6

8 10

Cluster Dendrogram

dista
hclust (*, "ward.D")
Figure (4.5) : Ward clustering among areas

Looking at diagram (4.5) , we notice that each object cluster with itself so we have 12
clusters. If we moved steps from down to upper we can notice that the U Middle WB
and C Middle WB in one cluster with height = 4. The first cluster are agglomerate in
another cluster with height=10,
In second cluster that the R GAZA is in one cluster, U GAZA and C GAZA in
another cluster. These two clusters are agglomerate in another cluster with height =4
These two clusters are agglomerate in another cluster with height =8.
In third cluster R Middle WB and U North WB in one cluster and R South WB and U
South WB and C North WB in another cluster. The clusters are agglomerate in a
cluster with height = 3. and both clusters are agglomerate with C South WB with
height=4. and R North WB agglomerate with a cluster with height = 5 . second and
third cluster agglomerate with height = 8 and Both cluster are agglomerate with first
cluster with height = 10 .
Simply displaying the group memberships isn't that revealing.
A good first step is to use the table function to see how many observations are in each
cluster. We'd like a solution where there aren't too many clusters with just a few
observations, because it may make it difficult to interpret our results. the distribution
among the clusters looks good .
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Table(4.4) : Agglomeration Schedule

Stage Cluster First

Cluster Combined
Cluster 1

Cluster 2

1

4(U Gaza)

12(C Gaza)

2

3(U south WB)

3

Appears

Coefficients

Stage

Next
Stage

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

0.807

0

0

5

7(R south WB)

1.909

0

0

3

3(U south WB)

9(C north WB)

3.289

2

0

6

4

1(U north WB)

6(R middle WB)

4.777

0

0

6

5

4(U Gaza)

8(R Gaza)

6.339

1

0

10

6

1(U north WB)

3(U south WB)

7.935

4

3

8

9.817

0

0

11

7

2(U middle WB) 10(C middle WB)

8

1(U north WB)

11(C south WB)

12.037

6

0

9

9

1(U north WB)

5(R north WB)

14.737

8

0

10

10

1(U north WB)

4(U Gaza)

19.190

9

5

11

11

1(U north WB)

2(U middle WB)

24.405

10

7

0

In Table (4.4) we take a closer look at the agglomeration schedule, which displays the
objects or clusters combined at each stage (second and third column) and the
distances at which this merger takes place. For example, in the first stage , objects 4
and 12 are merged at a distance of 0.807. From here onward, the resulting cluster is
labeled as indicated by the first object involved in this merger, which is object 4. The
last column on the very right tells you in which stage of the algorithm this cluster will
appear in stage 5. In this case, this happens in the second step, where it is merged with
object 8 at a distance of 6.339 .
Similar information is provided by the icicle diagram shown in figure (4.6) .
Its name stems from the analogy to rows of icicles hanging from the eaves of a house.
The diagram is read from the bottom to the top, therefore the columns correspond to
the objects being clustered, and the rows represent the number of clusters.
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Figure (4.6) : Icicle diagram

4.6.5 K-Means Clustering
The k-means algorithm is very simple and basically consists of two steps. It is
initialized by a random choice of cluster centers, e.g. a random selection of objects in
the data set or random values within the range for each variable. Then the following
two steps are iterated:
1. Calculate the distance of an object to all cluster centers and assign the object to the
closest center; do this for all objects.
2. Replace the cluster centers by the means of all objects assigned to them

Determine the number of clusters in K means?

We use Calinsky criterion these approach to diagnosing how many clusters
suit the data .
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calinski
criterion

6
5
2

3

4

5
4
3
2

Number of groups in each partition

6

K-means partitions comparison

2

4

6

8

10

12

5.5

Objects

6.5

Values

Figure (4.7) : Calinsky criterion approach

Figure (4.7) : is represent the number of cluster suit the areas data , the red point
represent the correct number of clusters in 3 .
The k-means procedure generates Tables (4.5) and (4.6), which show the initial and
final cluster centers. which indicates that the initial partitioning of the objects in the
first step of the k-means procedure was retained during the analysis . This means that
it was not possible to reduce the overall within-cluster variation by re-assigning
objects to different clusters.

Table(4.5) : Initial Cluster Centers

Cluster
1

2

3

1

1.62

-.08-

-.73-

2

-1.34-

2.05

-.12-

3

.69

.31

-2.20-

4

-.32-

2.83

-.58-

5

.38

.52

1.09

6

.90

2.01

-1.08-

7

-.62-

2.44

-.21-
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8

.92

2.01

-1.11-

9

1.67

1.90

-.94-

10

2.30

-.36-

-.96-

11

1.51

-.88-

-.81-

Table(4.6) : Final Cluster Centers

Cluster
1

2

3

1

.38

-.39-

-.23-

2

-.44-

1.85

-.29-

3

.00

.00

-1.51-

4

-.16-

1.78

-.55-

5

-.49-

-.40-

.65

6

.35

1.48

-.95-

7

-.41-

2.04

-.40-

8

.39

1.38

-.95-

9

.89

1.24

-.61-

10

.89

-.63-

-.63-

11

.43

-.70-

-.15-

This means that it was not possible to reduce the overall within-cluster variation by
reassigning objects to different clusters.

Table(4.7) : Cluster Membership

Area

Cluster

Distance

U north WB

1

1.775

U Middle WB

2

1.883

U south WB

1

2.029

U GAZA

3

1.421

R north WB

1

2.820

R Middle WB

1

1.530
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R south WB

1

1.826

R GAZA

3

2.511

C north WB

3

2.022

C Middle WB

2

1.883

C south WB

3

2.506

C GAZA

3

1.299

The results are summarized in Table (4.7), i.e. which cluster each unit belongs to and
the new cluster centers. The first cluster is formed by the U north WB , R Middle WB
, R north WB , R south WB and U south WB area , the second by U Middle WB and
C Middle WB area , the third by the C GAZA , C north WB , C south WB ,R GAZA
and U GAZA area . In figure (4.8) : represent Clust plot for the kmeans clustering of
the data. The three clusters contain 5, 2 and 5 objects

CLUSPLOT( area )

3

4

R northWB

Component 2
0
1
2

1

R middleWB
R southWB

2

U northWB

R Gaza
C southWB
U southWB
U Gaza

-2

-1

3

C Gaza

-4

-2
0
2
Component 1
These two components explain 74.34 % of the point variability.
Figure (4.8) : Clust plot for the k-means clustering of the data.
The upper diagram shows that there are three clusters. The first is in circle shape 1,
the other with a circle shape 2 , and the other with horizontal lines 3 and there is a
distance separating them.
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4.6.6 K-Medoids Clustering
In k-means, cluster centers are given by the mean coordinates of the objects in
that cluster. Since averages are very sensitive to outlying observations, the clustering
may be dominated by a few objects, and the interpretation may be difficult. One way
to resolve this is to assess clustering's with more groups than expected: the outliers
may end up in a cluster of their own. A more practical alternative would be to use a
more robust algorithm where the influence of outliers is diminished ,
An overall measure of clustering quality can be obtained by averaging all silhouette
widths. This is an easy way to decide on the most appropriate number of clusters

Silhouette plot of pam(x = dista, k = 3)
n = 12

j : nj| si

R middle WB
R north WB

1 : 5 | 0.27

U north WB
R south WB
U south WB
U middle WB

2 : 2 | 0.23

C middle WB
C Gaza
U Gaza
R Gaza

3 : 5 | 0.42

C south WB
C north WB

0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Silhouette width s i

0.8

1.0

Average silhouette width : 0.32
Figure (4.9) : Silhouette plot for the k-medoids clustering of the data

Figure (4.9) Silhouette plot for the k-medoids clustering of the data . The three
clusters contain 5, 2 and 5 objects, and have average silhouette widths of 0.27,0.23
and 0.42 , respectively
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The silhouette plot shows that the number of objects is 12 and the number of clusters
among them is 3. There are 5 objects in one cluster with silhouette width equals 0.27,
2 objects in the other with silhouette width equals 0.23 and 5 objects in the last one
with silhouette width equals 0.42.
The average silhouette width for this data set equals

= 0.32

Table(4.8) : Cluster information for data

cluster information for data when cluster =3
size

max

average

dissimilarity dissimilarity

Cluster
diameter

Separation

5

8.887737

6.023187

14.03148

6.720589

2

10.904794

5.452397

10.90479

7.803864

5

7.148054

4.383386

10.62938

6.720589

Table (4.8) above shows that there are 3 clusters containing 12 observations.
One of them includes 5 observations with a maximum dissimilarity between them and
a medoid equals 8.88.
The diameter of the cluster equals 14.03 and the separation is 6.7.
The second includes 2 observations with a maximum dissimilarity between them and
a medoid equals 10.90 .
The diameter of the cluster equals 10.94 and the separation is 7.8 .
The third includes 5 observations with a maximum dissimilarity between them and a
medoid equals 7.14.
The diameter of the cluster equals 10.6 and the separation is 6.7.

4.6.7 Cluster validation :
4.6.7.1 Internal Validation
The internal validation measures are the connectivity, Silhouette Width,
and Dunn Index. The neighborhood size for the connectivity is set to 10 by default,
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Table(4.9) : Compare between internal validation measures

Clustering method

Validation Measures

(Score) Number of clusters=3

Connectivity

12.5425

Silhouette

0.4472

Dunn

0.3141

Connectivity

16.7548

Silhouette

0.4063

Dunn

0.3030

Connectivity

15.9853

Silhouette

0.4800

Dunn

0.3035

Hierarchical

Kmeans

Pam

Table (4.10) : Optimal Scores for internal validation measures

Score

Method

Clusters

Connectivity

12.5425

Hierarchical

3

Silhouette

0.4800

Pam

3

Dunn

0.3141

Hierarchical

3

Hierarchical clustering with three clusters performs the best in (Connective , Dunn)
while the Pam is the best in (Silhouette).
Recall that the connectivity should be minimized, while both the Dunn Index and the
Silhouette Width should be maximized. Thus, it appears that Hierarchical clustering
outperforms the other clustering algorithms under each validation measure.

4.6.7.2 Stability Validation
The stability measures include the APN, AD, ADM, and FOM. The measures
should be minimized in each case. Stability validation requires more time than
internal validation, since clustering needs to be redone for each of the datasets with a
single column removed.
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Table(4.11) : Compare between Stability validation measures

Clustering method

Validation Measures

Numberof clusters=3

APN

0.0260

AD

1199.9760

ADM

85.4250

FOM

263.7855

APN

0.0576

AD

1204.9415

ADM

165.1899

FOM

284.1685

APN

0.0699

AD

1204.1076

ADM

171.8354

FOM

275.0325

Hierarchical

Kmeans

Pam

Table (4.12) : Optimal Scores for stability validate measures

Score

Method

Clusters

APN

0.0260

Hierarchical

3

AD

1199.9760

Hierarchical

3

ADM

85.4250

Hierarchical

3

FOM

263.7855

Hierarchical

3

For the all measures, Hierarchical clustering with three clusters again gives the best
score. It is illustrative to graphically visualize each of the validation measures.
Though hierarchical clustering with three clusters has the best score in all cases .

Discussed in section (4.7) practical part of the cluster analysis and the results
were as follows have been clustering into three clusters according to the standard of
living for the family , and by calculating the mean of the clusters was the first cluster
that contains (U Middle WB , C Middle WB) represents areas their standard of living
is high, and the second cluster, which contains (U South WB, C South WB, R South
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WB, R North WB, C North WB, U North WB , R Middle WB) represents areas their
standard of living is middle , and the third cluster, which contains (R Gaza, C Gaza, U
Gaza) represents areas their standard of living is low .
And will use the new variable in the discriminant analysis as the dependent variable
represents the standard of living has 3 levels.

4.7 Application of Discriminant analysis
Discriminant analysis has been widely used in similar studies and applied on
different topics in different countries of the world .
The object of Discriminant analysis those classify the families inside Palestinian areas
according living standard on account of results of cluster analysis , Were found
discriminant analysis based on the three groups drawn from the results of cluster
analysis were placed observations of first cluster (U Middle WB , C Middle WB)
represent High living standard in the first group have also been placed observations
of second cluster (U South WB, C South WB, R South WB, R North WB, C North
WB, U North WB , R Middle WB) represent Middle living standard in the second set
as well as the observations that have been placed third cluster (R Gaza, C Gaza, U
Gaza ) in the third set, when the discriminant analysis, the dependent variable is based
on the three groups and so was the use of discriminant analysis in the case of more
than two groups (three groups) and the results are shown below: -

4.7.1 Selection of the variable
Dependent variable
Table(4.13) : Dependent variable
Descriptions Data

Living standards

Value label

Frequency

Valid percent

High living standard

775

18.0

Middle living standard

2134

49.4

Low living standard

1408

32.6

Total

4317

100.0

80

Table(4.13) demonstrates than 18% of families are inside high living standard areas ,
49.4% are inside middle living standard areas and 32.6% are inside low living
standard areas

Independent variable
Table(4.14) : Independent variables
Variable Name

Monthly Income

Assistance

Monthly rent

Agricural land

Animal holdings

TOT_Cons

Tot_Exp

Imputed rent

Level

Number

Mean

St. dev

High

702

4946.9019

3965.38866

Middle

2200

4365.8107

3831.02494

Law

1407

2658.3646

1944.84306

High

75

924.066667

1393.146704

Middle

340

1412.230882 4668.322751

Law

1131

519.320513

1224.089633

High

105

994.1714

725.946543

Middle

102

381.539216

351.45685

Law

50

463.0800

146.567682

High

703

1.92

0.273

Middle

2206

1.72

0.451

Law

1408

1.92

0.267

High

703

1.93

0.250

Middle

2206

1.81

0.392

Law

1408

1.79

0.408

High

703

6777.8038

4927.68127

Middle

2206

5143.5399

4168.64859

Law

1408

3772.5791

2146.54253

High

703

6306.3872

5402.82111

Middle

2206

4930.3460

4336.13599

Law

1408

3613.4747

2600.52645

High

703

918.1771

936.34286

Middle

2206

462.7141

309.42527

Law

1408

499.3849

265.11164
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High

703

181.3457

402.3220

Middle

2206

172.2400

540.63154

Law

1408

65.3374

209.08892

High

703

78.2142

130.08046

Middle

2206

13.631913

30.64976

Law

1408

1.6644

26.81128

non-

High

703

204.1906

1471.03356

consumption

Middle

2206

184.2534

454.27009

expenditure

Law

316.4148

1408

1139.27956

Remittances

Taxes

Table (4.14) some descriptive statistics for the important variables in the study, we
have 11 independent variables .

4.7.2 Testing LDA assumptions
It is important to examine the group and data characteristics that may affect
the performance of LDA method. Since real-world data are usually contaminated. The
main assumptions of LDA are tested here.

4.7.2.1 Test of Multivariate Normality
Often, before doing any statistical modeling, it is crucial to verify whether the
data at hand satisfy the underlying distribution assumptions. Multivariate normal
distribution is one of the most frequently made distributional assumptions when using
multivariate statistical techniques
Also, from an important property of multivariate normal distribution, we know that if
X=(X1,X2,…., Xp) follow the multivariate normal distribution, then its individual
components X1,X2,…..,Xp are all normally distributed. Therefore, we need to examine
normality of each Xi to guarantee that X=(X1,X2,…,Xp) is multivariate normal
distributed.
Here, we use quantile-quantile plot (QQ plot) to assess normality of data though there
are more formal mathematical assessment methods. The reason is that with a large
dataset, formal test can detect even mild deviations from normality which actually we
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may accept due to the large sample size. However, a graphical method is easier to
interpret and also have the benefit to easily identify the outliers. In QQ plot, we
compare the real standardized values of the variables against the standard normal
distribution. The correlation between the sample data and normal quantiles will
measure how well the data is modeled by a normal distribution. For normal data, the
points plotted should fall approximately on a straight line in the QQ plot. If not, data
transformation like logarithm and square root transformation can be applied to make
the data appear to more closely normally distributed.
We try different forms of transformation on the variables to obtain the substitute
variables which perform better on normality , such as (log(log(Assistance),
log(log(Monthly rent), log(Monthly Income), log(TOT_Cons), log(log(Tot_Exp)),
log(Non-consumption

expenditure),

log(log(Taxes))

,Sqrt(log(Remittances))

,

log(Imputed rent))
Figure (4.10) is the QQ plot of TOT_Cons and Imputed rent in terms of both after
transformation. We can see the effectiveness of data transformation method because
data tends to be normally distribution after transformation.

Normal Q-Q Plot

3
1

2

Sample Quantiles

4.0
3.5
2.5

0

3.0

Sample Quantiles

4.5

4

Normal Q-Q Plot

-2

0

2

-3

Theoretical Quantiles

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

Theoretical Quantiles

Figure (4.10):Normality check samples (log (log(TOT_Cons)),log(Imputed rent) )

we perform the Shapiro-Wilk test for testing multivariate normality. The function
mshapiro.test in the mvnormtest package produces the Shapiro-Wilk test for
multivariate normality. Shapiro test statistic for the multivariate normality of data had
a value of 0.9938 with a probability of p-value = 0.218 Since the p value is more than
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0.05 (the level of significance for the test), there is a sufficient evidence to accept the
null hypothesis and conclude that the data are multivariate normally distributed.
To evaluate the data further, we investigate the multivariate Q-Q plot shown in
Figure(4.11)

Figure (4.11) : Multivariate Normality plot

According to the multivariate plot shown in Figure (4.11), the points appear to
had linear tend and lie close to a straight line, thus indicating that the data are
normally distributed.

4.7.2.2 Test for Covariance Matrix Equality
The second is that the covariance matrices are equal. Box's M test is used to
see if another assumption of LDA holds: are the covariance matrices equal or not?
The null hypothesis is that they are, the alternative hypothesis is that they are not.
Another assumption is that the variables should not be highly correlated. The
correlation coefficient between each pair of variables should be calculated.
Box's M test testing the assumption of equal covariance for equality of the group
covariance matrices . In this case, Box's M statistic had a value of 2255.935 with a
probability of 0.00. Since the result is significant (p < 0.05) so there is sufficient
evidence that we reject the hypothesis that the groups covariance matrices are equal.
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Table (4.15) : Log determinant

Level

Rank

Log Determinant

Low living standard

10

-37.249-

Middle living standard

10

-33.744-

High living standard

10

-35.870-

Pooled within-groups

10

-34.673-

Table(4.15) demonstrate that the larger the log determinant in the table means the
more the group's covariance matrix differ , Middle living standard group is the largest
Log determinant (-33.744) , Middle living standard group and low living standard
group are relatively equal with values -35.744 and -37.249 respectively ,the "Rank"
column indicates the number of independent variables . In this case we have (10)
independent variables .

4.7.2.3 Exploratory Data Analysis
Preliminary exploration of the data is an important for multivariate analysis
and it is good practice to begin by examining relevant scatterplot matrices, this may
draw attention to errors in the data, reveals relationships or association between two
variables. Exploring correlation between variables is an important part of exploratory
data analysis. Before you start to model data, it is a good idea to visualize how
variables related to one another. These scatter plots can be organized into a matrix
shown in Figure 4.12 making it easy to look at all pairwise correlations in one place.
The following Figure 4.12, shows the scatter plot of data organized into a matrix,
making it easy to look at all pairwise correlations in one place to investigate the
possible relationship between each pair of variables and to visualize how variables
related to one another
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Fig. (4.12) : Scatter plot of dataset

Figure (4.12) shows the scatter plot of dataset shows the correlation between
the given pair of variables.

4.7.3 Test the Significance of the Model
To test the significance of the model as a whole, we have the following two
hypotheses: Null hypothesis: the three groups have the same mean discriminant
function scores: H0: μ1= μ2 =μ3
Alternate hypothesis: HA: μ1, μ2, μ3 at least of them are not equal.
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Table (4.16) shows that the value of wilks' lambda statistic for the test of function 1
through 2 functions (chi-square =3362.857) has probability of 0.000 which is less
than or equal to the level of significance of 0.05.
After removing function 1, the wilks' lambda statistic for the test of function 2 (chisquare = 865.961) has a probability of 0.000 which is less than the level of
significance of 0.05. The significance of the maximum possible number of
discriminant functions supports the interpretation of a solution using 2 discriminant
functions. That is the null hypothesis is rejected and the model differentiates scores
among the groups significantly.

Table (4.16) : Wilks' Lambda Test

Test of Function(s)

Wilks' Lambda

Chi-square

Df

Sig.

1 through

0.435

3362.857

20

0.000

2

0.807

865.961

9

0.000

4.7.4 Tests of Equality of Group Means
The Wilk‘s lambda and the F ratio are used to test the equality of means of the
groups for the same variable. The Wilk‘s lambda for the each predictor is equal to the
ratio of the within group sum of squares to the total sum of squares. It is estimated
from one way analysis of variance by considering status variable as independent
variable and the predictor variable as dependent variable. The Wilk‘s lambda is also
known as U statistic. The range of Wilk‘s lambda value is 0 to 1. If a variable‘s wilk‘s
is less 0.95, it is revealed that the group means are significantly different. The larger
the value, the smaller significance and the smaller the value, the larger significance is
ensured. The Wilk‘s lambda and the transformation of its value to F is done as under
and presented in the table (4.17).
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Table(4.17) : Tests of equality of group means

Variable

Wilks' Lambda

F

Sig.

TOT_Cons

0.923

169.516

.000

Monthly Income

0.929

153.843

.000

Monthly rent

1.000

.604

.547

Assistance

0.696

885.263

.000

Remittances

0.995

10.484

.000

Imputed rent

0.858

333.869

.000

Tot_Exp

0.865

315.759

.000

Non-consumption

0.885

262.256

.000

Agricural land

0.929

154.299

.000

Animal holdings

0.986

28.703

.000

expenditure

Table (4.17) shows that all of the means of the variables have very significant
differences between the groups. The lowest Wilk‘s lambda presents highest
importance in the discriminant function. Hence, the most important variable in
discriminant function is (Assistance) and the lowest important variable is the
( Monthly rent ) is exactly supported by the p-value of the F-test.

4.7.5 Important discriminating variables
The standardized discriminant function coefficients should be used to assess
each variable's unique contribution to discriminant function . The standardized
canonical discriminant function coefficients which are presented in Table (4.18)
below reflect the contribution of one independent variable in the context of the other
variables in the model. A low standardized coefficient might mean that the groups do
not differ much on that variable or it might just mean that a variable's correlation with
the grouping variable is redundant with that of another variable in the model. In other
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words, the larger the standardized coefficient, the greater is the contribution of the
respective variable to the discrimination between groups .

Table (4.18) Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients

Function
1

2

Monthly Income

-0.824-

0.757

Assistance

0.662

0.172

Agricural land

0.185

0.356

Animal holdings

-0.176-

0.018

Tot_Exp

-0.394-

0.277

Imputed rent

0.244

0.720

Remittances

-0.056-

-0.058-

Non-consumption expenditure

0.553

-0.107-

It is obvious from Table (4.18) that the independent variables ( Assistance, Monthly
Income , Imputed rent , Non-consumption expenditure) are more contribution in the
model than the other variables.
Another way to determine which independent variables define a particular
discriminant function is to look at the factor structure. Structure matrix below gives
coefficients of correlation between independent variables and discriminant function.
Generally, any predictor with a loading (a score) of 0.30 or more is considered to be
important in defining the discriminant dimension .
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Table (4.19) : Structure Matrix

Function
1

2

Assistance

0.712*

0.135

Non-consumption expenditure

-0.006-*

-0.007-*

Monthly Income

-0.290-*

0.224

Remittances

-0.074-*

-0.047-

Imputed rent

-0.100-

0.809*

Agricural land

0.196

0.427*

Animal holdings

-0.081-

0.190*

It is obvious from Table (4.19) that the independent variables (Assistance ,
Non-consumption expenditure , Monthly Income , Remittances ) are more correlated
with the first function. Whereas the independent variables ( Imputed rent , Agricural
land , Animal holdings ) are more correlated with the second function.

4.7.6 The Function
The main objective of this study is to estimate a discriminant function to
estimate the expected family according to standard deviation in Palestinian areas .
Table (4.20) shows the coefficients of the variables in the standardized
discriminant function. The coefficients are the multiplier of the variables when they
are in original measurement units. By using the variables and the coefficients, The
equation is often known as discriminator.
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Table (4.20):
Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients (Unstandardized Coefficients)

Function
1

2

Monthly Income

-3.260-

2.993

Assistance

4.106

1.067

Agricural land

0.485

0.935

Animal holdings

-0.455-

0.047

Tot_Exp

-3.231-

2.272

Imputed rent

3.240

9.571

Remittances

-0.025-

-0.026-

Non-consumption expenditure

0.846

-0.163-

Constant

-1.830-

-15.903-

Table (4.20) Contains the Unstandardized discriminant coefficients . these would be
used like unstandardized b which is -1.830 for function 1 and -15.903 for function 2 ,
they are used to construct the actual prediction equation which can be used to classify
new cases
D1 = - 1.830 – 3.260

(

0.485 (Agricural land)
𝐸 𝑝)) +

3.240

- 0.455 (Animal holdings) – 3.231

(𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡) – 0.025 𝑠𝑞𝑟𝑡 (

(

(

(𝑙𝑜 ( 𝑜𝑡
)) + 0.846

)

D2 = -15.903 + 2.993

(

) + 1.067

(Agricural land) + 0.047 (Animal holdings) + 2.272
9.571

(𝑙𝑜 ( 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑛𝑐𝑒)) +

) +4.106

(𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡) – 0.026 𝑠𝑞𝑟𝑡 (
)
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(

(

(
(𝑙𝑜 ( 𝑜𝑡
)) - 0.163

))+ 0.935
𝐸 𝑝)) +
(

4.7.7 Relation Between Dependent and Independent Variables
Table (4.21) below shows the eigenvalues, λ1and λ2 , which verify the relation
between dependent and independent variables. The larger the eigenvalue, the more of
the variance in the dependent variable is explained by that function. Since the
dependent in this application has 3 groups, we have two discriminant functions. Table
(4.21) lists the eigenvalues of the estimated discriminant functions in descending
order of importance. The second column lists the percent of variance explained by
each function. The third column is the cumulative percentage of variance explained.
The last column is canonical correlation, where the squared canonical correlation is
the percent of variation in the dependent discriminated by the independents in DA.
That is function 1 is more important than function 2 because :
1) 78.2% of variance among the three groups can be explained by function 1 whereas
only 21.8 % of this variance can be explained by function 2, and 2) the degree of
relationship between the predictors and groups (canonical correlation) due to function
1 (0.679) is more than that due to function 2 (0.439). The canonical correlation which
is denoted by η can be obtained for each function (Ashor & Salem,2005)

η1=√

=√

= 0 .679

η2=√

=√

= 0. 439

Table(4.21) : Eigenvalues

Canonical

Function

Eigenvalue

% of Variance

Cumulative %

1

0.854

78.2

78.2

0.679

2

0.239

21.8

100.0

0.439
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Correlation

4.7.8 Assessing the Validity of the Model
In order to check the validity of the model and to know the accurate
forecasting power of the estimated model, at this stage, will look at the classification
/prediction / confusion matrix. The matrix is constructed based on the prediction of
the analysis sample by the estimated model and presented by the table (4.22).
The primal diagonal of the matrix presents the accuracy rate on the model and the off
diagonal of the matrix presents the misclassification rate of the estimated model. The
first element of the primal diagonal presents the rate-a case is actually in group 1 and
the estimated model forecasted as group 1 divided by the number of the cases in
group 1 and the rate is 76.5 percent. The second element of the primal diagonal
presents the rate-a case is actually in group 2 and the estimated model forecasted the
case as group 2 divided by the number of cases in group 2 and the rate is 82.2 per
cent. The Third element of the primal diagonal presents the rate-a case is actually in
group 3 and the estimated model forecasted the case as group 3 divided by the number
of cases in group 3 and the rate is 39.3 per cent The total of the primal diagonal
divided by the total number of the cases in the analysis sample is equal to correct
prediction rate which is also known as hit ratio.

Table (4.22) Classification Results

Predicted Group Membership
Low

Middle

High

living

living

living

standard

standard

standard

Low living standard

1077

322

9

1408

Middle living standard

287

1813

106

2206

High living standard

48

379

276

703

Low living standard

76.5

22.9

0.6

100.0

Middle living standard

13.0

82.2

4.8

100.0

High living standard

6.8

53.9

39.3

100.0

%

Original

Count

Level
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Total

Count
%

Cross validated

Low living standard

1077

322

9

1408

Middle living standard

290

1810

106

2206

High living standard

49

379

275

703

Low living standard

76.5

22.9

0.6

100.0

Middle living standard

13.1

82.0

4.8

100.0

High living standard

7.0

53.9

39.1

100.0

a. 73.3 % of original grouped cases correctly classified
b. Cross validation is done only for those cases in the analysis. In cross validation,
each case is classified by the functions derived from all cases other than that case
c. 73.2 % of cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified.

4.7.9 Summary
In this chapter we have discussed and covered the case study of Cluster
Analysis (CA) and Discriminant Analysis (DA) , First we apply cluster analysis after
that discriminant analysis, we calculate the similarity measures , and select the best
method to measure of distance among areas , we used agglomerative hierarchical
cluster analysis to classification Palestinian area's into clusters , We conducted a
comparison between the four methods to choose the best linkage method , and we
used K-means clustering and K-mediods clustering methods to classification
Palestinian areas , and we conducted a comparison between the three clustering
method : hierarchal clustering method , k-means clustering and k-mediods clustering .
We took observations of the three groups as a dependent variable and use the
discriminant analysis for the classification of observations that belong to one of the
three groups, we determine the variables that affect and contribute to the
discrimination of Palestinian families .
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUISION AND RECOMMEDITION
In this chapter we discuss the results obtained in the previous chapter of
applied study to target application method of multivariate cluster analysis to
classification Palestinian areas into homogeneous groups according to the standard of
living of the family , and determine the extent of divergence and convergence of these
areas . And use of multivariate discriminant analysis to identify the causing variables
the discrepancy among these families, we reached a number of conclusions and
recommendations.

5.1 Conclusion
Can be illustrated by the most important conclusions, to:
1. The goal of cluster analysis is to reduce the number of variables and this can
be achieved by putting the symmetry variables in the same cluster therefore
we can have more than one symmetry groups.
2. we used agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis to classify Palestinian
area's into clusters ,
a) we conducted a comparison between the four methods to calculate the
dissimilarity matrix: Euclidean distance, Gower distance , Kulkulas distance
and Brary distance, using technique (Rand index Coefficient ) in order to
achieve to the best method that calculate the distance , the Euclidean distance
is the best method to measures similarity .
b) We conducted a comparison between the four methods to choose the best
linkage method : Single linkage Agglomerative Clustering , complete linkage
Agglomerative Clustering, Average Agglomerative Clustering and Ward‘s
Minimum Variance Clustering , using technique (Agglomerative Coefficient)
in order to achieve to the best clustering method , The Ward linkage is doing
the best job for these data .
c) Transformed the Palestinian's areas into three groups using agglomerate ward
clustering method and these aggregates are composed of areas which are as
follows :
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The first group consists of two areas (The urban of Middle West Bank,
The camp of Middle West Bank) represent high living standard .



The second group consists of seven areas (The urban of North West
Bank, The camp of North West Bank, The rural of North West Bank,
The urban of South West Bank, The camp of South West Bank, The
rural of South West Bank, The rural of Middle West Bank) represent
middle living standard .



The third group consists of three areas (The urban of Gaza strip, The
rural of Gaza strip, The camp of Gaza strip) represent low living
standard .

3. We used K-means clustering method to classify Palestinian areas into three
clusters , and the three clusters contain 5, 2 and 5 objects , The first cluster is
formed by the urban of North West Bank , The rural of Middle West Bank,
The rural of North West Bank, The rural of South West Bank and The urban
of South West Bank areas , the second cluster by The urban of Middle West
Bank and The camp of Middle West Bank areas , the third cluster by The
urban of Gaza strip, The rural of Gaza strip, The camp of Gaza strip , The
camp of North West Bank, The camp of South West Bank areas .

4. We used K-mediods clustering method to classification Palestinian areas into
three clusters , and the three clusters contain 5, 2 and 5 objects , The first
cluster is formed by the urban of North West Bank , The rural of Middle West
Bank, The rural of North West Bank, The rural of South West Bank and The
urban of South West Bank areas , the second cluster by The urban of Middle
West Bank and The camp of Middle West Bank areas , the third cluster by The
urban of Gaza strip, The rural of Gaza strip, The camp of Gaza strip , The
camp of North West Bank, The camp of South West Bank areas .

5. To confirm with results we conducted a comparison among the three
clustering method : hierarchal clustering method , k-means clustering and
k-mediods clustering , using cluster validation technique that contain (internal
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validation , stability validation) in order to achieve to the best method that
represent the data .
Hierarchical clustering with three clusters performs the best in (Connective ,
Dunn) while the Pam is the best in (Silhouette) in internal validation measures.
Hierarchical clustering with three clusters has the best score in all cases (APN,
AD, ADM, and FOM) in stability validation measures .

6. Took observations of the three groups as a dependent variable and use the
discriminant analysis for the classification of observations that belong to one
of the three groups .

7. Show that the variable (Monthly Income) is high effect be compared with the
other variables was contributing to a negative contribution to the
discrimination of Palestinian families , followed by variable (Assistance)
where positively contribute in a discrimination of Palestinian families ,
followed by variable : Agricural land , Animal holdings , Total expenditure ,
Imputed rent , Remittances and Non-consumption expenditure .
8. Correct classification rate is 73.3% , which that families are classified
correctly that 3317 out of 4317 families had correctly classified to group to
which they belong .

5.2 Recommendations
According to the conclusion reported above we may recommend the followings:
1. We recommend using logistic regression and Neural Network analysis method
in classification substitute for cluster analysis .
2. We recommend using cluster analysis and discriminant analysis method to
classification many economic, social and health phenomena .
3. We recommend using cluster analysis method to classification Governorates
and Countries are generally according to the Human Development Index .
4. Update this study in status of implementation a recent survey of Expenditure
and Consumption family .
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